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In Our 12nd Year

Services Will
Be At Kirksey

MONEY
*

The annual homecoming WE
be held at -the Kirksey *edit
Church on Sunday,Septembst 12,
and revival services will bI
Monday at the church with Be*
Willis Henson of Hunting'&111,
Tenn., as the evangelist.
Bro. David Brasher will be
preaching at the worship services
on Sunday. A basket dinner will
be served at noon and the Gel
Aires of Hazel will be singIniin
the afternoon.
The revival services will be
held each evening at 7:30 p.m
Bro. Henson, native of Livingston
County, has held pastorates ia
Kentucky and Tennessee. He is a
graduate of Union University ant
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City Council Approves
New Police Regulations
VEE Vaccinations Saturday
The special mass vaccination clinic for horses against
VEE will be held at the Calloway County Fairgrounds on
Highway 121, three miles west of Murray, on Saturday,
September 11, starting at ten a.m.
Dr. Jim Converse, Dr. Charles Warner, and Dr. Elwood
Brown, local veterinarians, will be doing the vaccinating at
the free clinic.
About seven hundred animals in the horse family including
ponies, and donkeys, have been registered with the County
Extension Office and the local veterinarians.
This
registration included at least fifty mules and numerous
ponies.
Local officials said it is hoped that all animals in the equine
family will be brought to the clinic on Saturday by their
owners; but should owners not be able to bring their horses
to the Fairgrounds, they may make private appointments
with their veterinarians through September 30, 1971. After
October 1, the vaccine will riot be administered free.

Midnight Curfew On
Park Users Imposed
The Murray City Council last
night approved an ordinance
which sets up rules and
regulations by which the Murray
Police Department will operate.
The regulations go into detail as

to the conduct of members of the
City Police Department and are
designed generally to elevate the
professional standards of the
department.
Mayor Holmes Ellis told the
council last night that the Council
Police Committee had worked
for some hours on the
regulations, adapting regulations
RECEIVES CERTIFICATE—Mrs. Hugh P. Kelso, center, MI Sunny Lane, Murray, is receiving a
from other towns to the Murray
certificate of achievement from Col. Marshall C. Winton, deputy commanding officer, in an award
situation. Buel E. Stalls,
ceremony this summer at Fort Stewart, Ga. Mrs. Kelso's husband, an army chaplain, is on the right.
Chairman of the Police Committee
suggested
several
changes from the copies which
had been handed to Council
members. Several members of
the council spent some time in
suggesting other changes.
Calvary Temple, First PenMost of the council meeting last
tecostal Church of God will have
night was taken with discussion
its annual home corning Sunday,
of the regulations which brought
September 12.
on some differences of opinion.
Special guest minister will be
By MICHAEL L. POSNER distinct possibility by some
Councilman Rex Alexander
Mrs. Hugh P. Dorothy) Kelso
officials.
WASHINGTON (UPI)
"The child sees everything Rev. John W. Stalls, General
called for an end to the "nit- ,
received a certificate
Secretary-Treasurer
of
for
the
In
address
Budget
his
to
the
Joint
Manager
George
P.
which has to be experienced and
Bro. Willis Haws
picking" as he termed it.
achievement this summer at Fort
Shultz, one of President Nixon's House and Senate meeting
learned as a doorway. So does Pentecostal Church of God of
the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
The regulations will be
Stewart,
Ga.,
recognizing
America
her for
Inc.
top advisers, predicts there will Thursday, Nixon announced the
the adult, but what to the child is
Seminary, Louisville, and has
redrawn with all the suggested
"faithful
efficient
and
"John
The
perStalls.
Family
end
of
freeze
wage
the
Nov.
be
on
and
13.
price
restric
an entrance is to the adult only a
held
revivals in KentuckY, —backed
changes, many of them merely
with legal authority — Following the freeze, he said,
passage "....Friedrich Nietzsche. Singer-3" will be singing formance of duty."
Arkansas, when the 90-day freeze
grammatical cot ections, the use
Mrs. Kelso , originally from Tennessee,
throughout the day along with the
ends "we shall take all the steps
of clearer terminology, or the
"I look for more ( teacher Melody Notes and other singers. Paris, Tenn., is living at 806 Mississippi, Alabama, and Nov. 13.
needed to see that America is
deletion of redundant phrases or
Sunny Lane while her husband is Florida.
strikes, and they'll come in areas
Shultz, who runs tie White not again afflicted by the virus
sentences.
which will surprise a lot of Service will begin at 10 a.m. on a tour of duty in Vietnam. Mr. Rev. Charles R. Blair, Dean of House Office of Management of runaway inflation."
William B. Miller, superin- Prior to the council business,
people. We are going to have with Sunday School and at the 11 Kelso is a native Calloway the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible and Budget, said however that He said "the system of wage
College, Mayfield, will be in
Ellis conducted the
more strikes in the Southern o'clock worship hour Rev. Stalls Countian.
any long-run system of inflation and price stabilization that tendent of the Calloway County Mayor
The certificate, which
was charge of the music.
states".. Donald E. Morrison, will be preaching. Dinner will be
control must be voluntary in follows the freeze will require Schools, will be the guest speaker swearing in of Buel E. Stalls as a
President National Education served by the church at the noon signed by Brigadier General The nursery will be provided nature and have broad support. the fullest possible cooperation at the meeting of the Almo School City Councilman. Stalls took the
Association.
hour followed by a "Singing" Eugene M. Lunch, read as for each service. All members d
In an interview and during not only between the executive Parent-Teacher Association to be place of Al Lindsey who resigned
the Kirksey Baptist Church are congressional
recently. Stalls was named to the
follows:
beginning at 2 p.m.
testimony late and legislative branches, but held on Monday,September 13, at
Fellow says to err is human, The public is cordially invited
"In recognition of faithful and expected and all visitors are Thursday, Shultz said Nixon also by all Americans."
two p.m. at the school lunchroom. committees of which Lindsey was
but to really foul things up, you to attend,according to Rev. John efficient performance of duty, cordially invited to the service',
would announce his new post- Shultz, answering questions This is the first meeting of the formerly a member. He will be
ilc;e1 a &emitter.
Is freeze program "considerably from Rep. Joe D. Waggoner, D- new school year and all parents chairman of the Police ComDeWater, pastor.
Mrs. Dorothy Kelso is awarded a church spokesman said
mittee, vice-chairman
of the
this certificate of achievement.
before the end of the 90 days" La., at the House Ways and and interested persons are urged
Thanks to the Murray Street
to attend, according to Mrs. M. D.!Water & Sewer Committee and a
During the period August 196f
Committee
Means
hearing,
said
declined
but
give
to
Department, superintended by
a
LETTERS,,wED1TOR
through June 1e71, Mrs. Dorothy
"I'm sure there will be some McGinnis, president of the PTA, member of the Finance Corntimetable.
Roy Knight,for fixing the holes in
mitts. Each Council member is
Kelso
contributed
unselfishly
of
the street in front of the office.
In line with his goal of (Continued on Page Fourteen) and George Dowdy, new prinDear Editor:
cipal of the school
her time and efforts to the bet(Continued on Page Fourteen )
getting popular support for a
Water comes pouring out of the
I would like to express my
terment
of
community
The
life
Murray
at
Unit
of
the
post-freeze
alley next to us after every rain
policy, Nixon called
appreciation for the fast and
seven leaders of organized
and apparently it washed out the National Haridressers and Fort Stewart.
dependable
service
the
citizens
"She
of
was
vitally
interested
ir
labor to the White House today
asphalt over a period of years. Cosmetologists will meet MonMurray are now receiving on our
for conferences on what steps
Also a piece of the concrete day, September 13, at seven p.m. the religious activities of the post.
During 1971 she was director of garbage pickup each week
should be taken following the
gutter was broken out. When you at the Southside Restaurant.
Recently due to the "Cushman"
mandatory wage-price ceilings.
parked along the curb, the wheels Presenting the program will be the Vacation Bible School, and
and
dependable
service
during
of the
1970 she served as
dropped down into tthe holes and a technician from the Revlon
Labor leaders, in particular
assistant director. She served as employes of the Murray AFL-CIO
damaged tires, etc.
President
George
Anyway Company who will discuss make
president of the Protestant Sanitation Depatrnent. I think it Meariy, have been some
.ierving the City Court procedure
Mrs. Duke (Betty)) Wilder of
Roy's crew was out early this up.
of the
is
the
best
thing
could
that
be
Women
of the Chapel, as
at the session being held this
most vocal critics of Nixon's 410 South 16th Street, Murray,
morning and got all the holes Mrs. Freda Steely, president,
urges all hairdressers in Murray superintendent of the Junior added to the Sanitation Depart- wage-price order issued Aug. has been appointed as City Judge
afternoon by Judge Overbey to
filled up.
and Calloway County to attend Department Sunday School, in ment.
learn the duties and mechanics of
15, contending the restrictions Protem for the Murray City
Thank You
A letter writer the other day this meeting.
her position, so that she will be
are discriminatory against Court by the City Judge, William
(Continued
on
Page
Fourteen)
M.F Colson
complained about the fines
able to conduct the court when
working people.
Donald Overbey.
handed down in Judge Miller's
the elected judge is unable to
The labor meeting was one of
This is the first time in history
'Operation Townlift'
court indicating some fines
preside. City court sessions are
a series Nixon plans to get that a woman has been appointed
should be greater for some ofscheduled each Monday morning
soundings on a new policy to to this position in the city of
fenses deemed more serious.
and each Friday afternoon.
stablize prices and salaries. He Murray, officials said.
(Continued on Page Fourteen(
The new City Judge Protem
also will meet with agriculture, Mrs. Wilder succeeds Ernest T.
said she had never worked with
business and congressional Brooks who has left Murray to
the courts previously, but said
leaders in the coming week.
study for his doctorate at Ohio
she felt it would be very inAdministration officials have 0 ....Upiversity.
ferestingSo accepted The posiffie
said there will be a "Phase Ohio.
when Judge Overbey asked her to
Two'' program to stabilize
The new Murray City Judge
E. J. Haverstock, President of Regional
Studies, Knoxville. The extent that the citizens par- prices but Shultz
consider the post.
gave the first Protem is the former Betty Rhea,
the Murray Chamber of Com- Board
of Directors of the ticipate.
The report of the theft of a 1967
Mrs. Wilder said she hopes to
word that the new program daughter of Dr. and Itcrie-W.G.
Volkswagen from the used car lot merce, announced today that the Chamber met with Whittle on "I am asking all business would be backed
serve to the best of her ability and
by legal Rhea of Paris, Tenn. She
TVA has consented to undertake
January 14, 1971 and completed people, governments, and sanctions. He said,
of the Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.,
will look forward to working with
however. received her B.A. ciagree in
a complete survey of the assets
the plans for the study. The commercial property owners to Nixon has not decided
800 Chestnut Street, Murray, was
Judge
Overbey, members of the
yet what economics from Vanderbilt
and needs of Murray and
Mrs. Duke Wilder
opening of the project was present for this meeting. Next the exact machinery
made to the Murray Police
will be, University, Nashville, Tenn., and professor of biology at Murray Murray Police Department, and
Calloway County.
delayed until the new Board Thursday evening can be a very although a wage-price review
Department on Thursday at 10:40
The task has been named
worked as a statistician and State University. He received his other officials of the City of
assumed office, due to the time
a.m.
board has been mentioned as a secretary before her children B.A. in English from the Murray.
(Continued on Page Fourteen
"Operation Townlift", and is involved
Tommy Carroll, owner of the
in making such a study.
- were born.
. University of North Carolina, his
similar to lcperations conducted
firml said the Volkswagen, white in
"The
first
Mrs. Wilder was employed as a master's degree in biology from
step in the unother areas of the Tennessee
with seat covers and no license
secretary to Dean Walter J. the University of Tennessee, and
Valley in the past two years. A dertaking will be taken with a
tag, was stolen sometime over
Blackburn at Murray State his Ph.D. in biology from the
similar project was completed in Public Meeting to be held Septhe weekend from me car lot, out
tember
16 at 7:30 p.m." a
University until August 1 when University of Florida. He is the
Hopkinsville
recently.
the theft was not discovered
spokesman said. —The meeting
she
resigned.
She plans to son of Dr. C.D. Wilder of Paris,
The
project
will
be
headed
by
officiallrytil Thursday.
The Pentecostal Church of God
Dan F. Whittle, Regional will be held in the Woodman Hall
Murray Post 73 of the Post 73 would like to take this complete her Masters degree in Tenn.
Planning Staff, Division of Auditorium. During this meeting, American legion and Auxiliary opportunity to thank all those business or computer science, They have two sons, Bill, age of America Inc., Tennessee
Navigational Developrilent and the full program will be outlined will hold its regular meeting, many people who helped make and is now observing a class in 17, who is attending the Christ District, will open its annual
by Mr. Whittle."
Monday, Sept. 13 at the leigidn.. thjs program possible these last computer science at Murray School at Asheville, North convention tonight at the PenHaverstock has appointed Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Carolina, and Bob, age 13, eighth tecostal Church of God at Hardin.
few years by purchasing season State University.
Leonard Vaughn to head the
All members are urged to tickets to the games and those Her husband is an associate grade student at the Murray The convention will continue
Kentucky: Generally fair
through Saturday.
"Operation Townlift" Com- attend as program plans and the who have donated their time to
Middle School.
today and early evening. InRev. Marilyn Williams is
mittee.
membership drive will be this program, Legion officials Ladies Steak Night Will
Both
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilder
are
creasing cloudiness late tonight
pastor of the Hardin Church. The
Haverstock said of the ap- discussed for the 1972 year.
said.
graduates
of
Grove
High
School,
and Saturday with widely
Jim Host will bring his cam- pointrnent, "I have tried to select
Also recognition for those who
On Sunday. Sept 26, Post 73 Be Held Monday At Oaks Paris, Tenn., and were married convention will open tonight at
scattered thundershowers. High paign for IA. Governor of Ken- a man of experience
7:30 with a special evangelistis
in both have participated in the will host the First District
The Ladies Steak Night of the in 1950. They have resided in
temperatures today through tucky to Calloway County on governmental and
civic fields. American Legion Baseball meeting of the American Legion. Oaks Country Club will be held on Murray for the past two years. rally.
Saturday mostly in upper 80s. Tuesday, September 14.
4 Mr. Vaughn's long experience in program will be held at this Registration. will begin at 12:30 Monday evening, September 13. Mrs. Wilder is vice-president of Staturday morning the meeting
Lows tonight in the 6th.
Host will be accompanied by both ably qualifies him for this meetthg
will begin at ten o'clock and be in
p.m. and the Meal will tseeerved
Hostesses for the event are the Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Ed Schroering, candidate for unique and most important Legion Baseball is
progress throughout the day with
at
Club
and
another
the
of
100
organized
meal
i-rice
the
p.m.
will
of
11)e
Gourmet
Kathryn
Outland
753-3079,
Edith
EXTENDED FORECAST
Attorney General; Dick Ver- assignment. The Community can menx.programs sponsored
by the be 81.75 each and all members Garrison 753 5393, Linda Parker Club for couples in Murray. Mr. a basket dinner on the grounds.
The
Kentucky
extended million, candidate for
State only benefit by this project to the Leg)ffn and one which is very
are urged to attend and welcome 753-5838, and Erma Tuck 753-4557 and Mrs. Wilder also play The final Service will start at
weather outlook Sunday through Treasurer; Ben Allen Burns,
seven p.m. Saturday.
beneficial to those boys who are other Legionaires from the First
duplicate bridge as one of their
Tuesday:
candidate for Commissioner of
CLOCK STOLEN
Special guest speaker will be
interested in becoming Pro District. Reservetions must be in
CORRECTION
hobbies.
Occasional rain and scattered Agriculture and Mrs.,. Jewel , An old clock valued
at about ten ballplayers. This year 60 per cent for the meal by Wednesday, The store hours listed in Allied Mrs. Wilder will begin ob- Dr Dennis Heard. general
showers ending from the west Hamilton,
superintendent
candidate — foe or fifteen dollars was stolen of those Major league players in Sept. 22.
of
the
Radio Shack's advertisement in
Sunday followed by fair Monday Superintendent of Public In- from the home
organization from Joplin, Mo. He
of Mrs. Tommie the Pro ranks were Legion
MONDAY
MEET
Many
State officials of the Wednesday's Ledger & Times
and Tuesday except a change of struction.
will be speaking at each service
Thorn, 506 South 8th Street Ex- Baseball players. Many big name State of Kentucky are expected to were incorrect.
The Radio Shack
The
showers extreme east Monday. Host is the running mate of tended,
Calloway
County and presiding over the business
according to the report players such as Stan Musial, be in attendance including Dept. is open from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Genealogical Society will meet at of
Warm through .Tuesday with Toni Emberton, nominee for
the convention.
made to the Murray Police Steve Carlton, and Tim Mc- Commander Gaciladge, Vice
Monday through Thursday and the home of Mrs. Robert Bowden
highs in the 80s and lows in the Governor in the November
The public is invited to all
Department on Thursday at 4:40 tarver are graduates of this Commander Cleo Sykes of Saturday,
open
and
is
from
9
on
upper 508 to mid 60s
Monday,
September 13. at services, according to Rev.
General Election.
p.m.
program, a ,spokesman said
Murray, and others.
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Fridays.
1:.30 p.m.

Calvary Temple To
Hold Homecoming

Mrs. Kelso
Receives
Certificate

Wage-Price Restrictions
Predicted After Freeze

Almo PTA To Hear
Miller As Speaker

Dry.

361

LOTHS

Hairdressers Plan
Meet On Monday

Mrs. Duke Wilder Appointed
Judge Protem By City Judge
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Volkswagen Stolen
From Car Lot Here

Project to Survey Assets and
Needs.Of County Is Approved

Church Meet
Opens Tonight

Legion Baseball Participants To
Be Recognized At Monday Meet

The Weather
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U.S. Entangled
In foreign Politics
South Vietnam's president, Nguyen Van
Thieu, will go it alone in October.
When South Vietnamese vote for president
and vice prsident, the ballots will list only one
slate: Thieu for re-election as president and a
former prime minister, Iran Van Huong, to
succeed Nguyen Cao Ky as vice president.
Thieu told his countrymen in a telecast
Thursday he will consider the election a "vote of
confidence." If the election results do not appear
to him to be a vote of confidence—in other words,
if not enough people vote—he said he will resign.
He also offered to resign once peace comes to his
country,"if you the people give me permission."
Thieu thus has out-maneuvered the other
candidates for the presidency, his flashy vice
president and a retired general, Duong Van
"Big" Minh.Both pulled out.,-slaiming the election
has been rigged.
Working feverishly in the background for the
'past weeks has been the American ambassador;
Ellsworth Bunker. The U. S. initially favored
Thieu as the,most stable leader in that unstable
; land, despite allegations that he is a puppet
'
,
,dictator. Bunker then worked to get Ky or Minh,
.illr both, to stay in the race. When that failed, he
:
tried to get the election declared as a mere vote
of confidence to ease the embarrassment at
Ps, having the American "puppet" as the only
'... candidate.
It's a little late to avoid embarrassment. The
. whole business of Vietnam is embarrassing.
7 What began as a selfless move to save a people
*from Communist conquest has somehow gone
Sour.
:
,- . Now America finds itself thoroughly
:•,, involved in the web of another country's internal
politics. It is uncomfortably similar to the
situation which prevailed there in 1963 when
America was accused of complicity in the
assassination of President Ngo Dinh Diem.
What in the name of democracy are we doing
in such a situation?
The words from George Washington's
farewell address ring in the ear. It may not be
possible in these times to "avoid foreign
entanglements" as he urged, but it surely would
be nice.

!

1

Floorboards
A British home owner recently had a
harrowing experience that could be instructive
for politicians evefywhere.
It seems that Edward Stainer was worried
about a draft in his living room. Lifting the
floorboards he discovered that there was nothing
beneath the room but a gaping hole, 1,000 feet
deep. The hole,be discovered, was.a 200-year-old
mine shaft.

—

-

w

In his living room, in other words, Mr.
Stainer examined his position and found he
literally had nothing to stand on Wouldn't it be
nice if politicians too, always looked under the
floorboards?—Wall Street Journal

1493
ifiaz<

BY TOM PERKINS
TRIAL MARRIAGES ARE ON THE WAY
Dad chuckled a bit as he read the newspaper article entitled
"Trial Marriages Are On The Way."
"Trial marriages are on the way to what," he said half aloud.
"Seems to me the writer of this here article doesn't know much
about his subject. Trial marriages are not on the way they're here
already, and they have been for a Hong time. All any couple has to
do if they of they are tired of each other is get a divorce. Nothing
new about that. As anyone, but this here dumb writer, can plainly
see a couple knows when they marry that at any time they can end
it. This makes marriage, as we understand it, nothing but a trial
period."
Dad ceased to smile and looked a bit troubled. "Seems to me
that this idea of a trial marriage as just what's wrong all ready.
That smart writer could have really got some attention if he had
said. "Permanent marriages are on the way." This would have
been a surprise. The idea of trial marriage is no surprise.
Assuming lus most important I've got something to say attitude
Dad said, -Now, look at the Eastern civilizations. They hardly
know what the word divorce means. When two people get
married they just assume it is for life. They don't do things the
way we do. Why,the parents even arrange the marriage. Most of
the time the boy and girl don't even meet until the wedding day
The parents take care of everything arid the young people just
assume that this is it. Since they know that they must live
together regardless of anything, they set out to make each other
happy, or at least make their marriage work. They don't even
consider that it could be just a trial period
Dad said he was going to write that smart writer a letter, if he
could find a clean sheet of paper and a pencil, and tell birn to
have his article published in India. In India his article would raise
some eyebrows,but here all anyone would say is, -What's new"
Dad said it wouldn't surprise him if someone wrote an article
entitles, "Trial Children.'.
I'm little and I decided that this was'definitely not the time to
I Continued on Page Eleven )

Bible Thoughtfor Today
We brought nothing into Ibis world- and,it is certain- we ram
carry nothing out.— I Timothy 6:7.
Man needs to learn the true value and purpose of material
things that they be not emphasized to the detrirpentothis eternal
wellbeing.
,

Isn't It The *Truth!

Ten Years Ago Today

by Carl Riblet Jr.

LEDGES & TDIELS FILLS

Guy Downs. age 76, died September 8 at the Murray Hospital.
The new ordinance which increases sewerage rates and sets
forth other policies of the Murray Water and Sewer System was
approved by the Murray City Council.
The Calloway County High School chapter of the Future Farmers of America won the Emerson Beauchamp Commissioner of
Agriculture trophy for the high point chapter in state competition
at the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
The Murray High Tigers defeated Russellville 34 to 6 in the
Tigers second game and the second win of the season_

20 Years Ago Today
12i)6E1 a TIMM 7112

Dan Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shipley of Murray,
won both the Senior and (;rand champion divisions of the Dairy
ShOw at the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville. ,
Deaths reported are T. J Jeff I Scarbrough, age 76, of Murray
of
Route Six,). W. Drinkard,age 82, of Nashville. Tenn.,formerly
Almo,and T. F. Wallace of South 4th Street, Murray.
Milton Henry, son of Mr and Mrs. P. O. Henry of Murray,
of
received his Doctor of Philosophy degree at the University
Chicago on August 31.
Air Force Base,
Pfc. Alfred I. (lark is now stationed at Luke
Phoenix, Arizona.

To give his family a summertime treat, Ernest piled them into
a trailer and drove to a nearby
lake. Renting space in a trailer
park, he settled down for two
carefree weeks.
But on the day of departure,
Ernest came down with a galloping case of poison ivy. In fact, it
was so severe that he determined
to claim damages from the management of the trailer park.
the poison ivy was growing
right there on the premises,"
Ernest charged in court. "It was
up to them, as owners of the land,
to get rid of it."
An American Bar Association
However, the court decided
public service feature by Will
that Ernest had no legal kick.i
Bernard.
coming.
Accordingly, a court held the
-The city dweller who chooses federal goverrunent liable for the 0 1971 American Bar Assofiatioa
to spend his vacation in the great
outdoors," said the court, "must
assume the risks of the outdoors 4.414.•••e 50.4•11.
such as mosquitoes, snakes, poison
* New Price Policy
ivy, and other natural conditions
not found in the urban comRegular
/Pail,
munities."
•Arimisslon
50
Still, even in the "great outpen!p.a.£1
doors," the vacationer does not
assurne..res he could not reason:* Held Ovor thru Tuft. *
ably foresee. In another case, a
camper in Yellowstone National
THE SUMMER OF'42. THE HIT OF 71.

plaque o' both your houses."
—William Shakespeare
in Romeo and Juliet"

Fewer tears with onions
NEW YORK
volatile oil that givrs onions
their flavor also make,. man%
when they lied
rfluiflui ery
ern %hen an onion is cut, the
oil ?prays upward as a ialior
that irritates the eyes aml
hririp on tears. reeling onion
under enld running water ran
redur'e Iln•j,:ffect of the sway,
says the
Department a
Agriculture. tenistlitler hr iii

The Merman('
By United Press International
Today is Friday, Sept. 10, the
253rd day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
stars
are
The morning
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Virgo.
American physicist Arthur
Compton was born Sept. 10,
1892.
On this day in history:
In 1813 American Navy
Captain Oliver Perry defeated
a British squadron in the Battle
of Lake Erie.
In 1846 Elias Howe received a
patent for the sewing machine.
In 1889 Empress Elizabeth of
Austria-Hungary was assassinated by an anarchist.
Ir 1962 42 persons died in the
crash of a U.S. Air Force jet
near Mount Spokane in Washington state.

LOS ANGELES (UPI) —
Charles "Tex" Watson, whom
defense attorneys say was only
a "robot" blindly carrying out
Charles Manson's desires is
suffering from brain damage
probably caused by chronic
drug use a neurologist testified
Tuesday.
Watson, the last defendant in
the Tate-Labianca trial, has
THE"BEACH SCENE" is one reason.
pleaded innocent and innocent
=4.. MERMAN 0.01LICTOEFIS NATIONAL !MST MLLE.
the
to
by reason of insanity
seven charges of murder.
Dr. Richard Walter of the
UCLA Medical Center said his
examination of Watson showed
4
611
ll 21:1141 1:
easwi
j
M
unn
a um
his motor performance and
mental status were abnormal,
although his sensory reactions
were normal.
Walter, who appeared as a
defense witness, said he believed drugs caused the brain
Z.2TROCOtOil
,
(.2
goal
damage but could not say for
the
don't
know
sure because "I
amount or the type or the
mixture of drugs taken,"
IELIAILLY As he plows
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were killed two years ago.
Watson was declared insane
— No One Under 18 Admitted —
BAGS BUG RADAR
SHOEBURYNFAS, England when extradited here from his
UPI)—When 3;in unidentified McKinney, Tex., but later was
*New Price Policy *
object showed up on radar judged mentally competent to
screens heading for the secret stand trial. Because of his
""
Regular
THEAlftt
army gunnery range, the army delayed extradition, Manson
50
'Open ipM8.1 p.m Sat.& un. AdMISSlorl
asked the coast guard to and three young women followers were tried earlier and
investigate.
After an hour's search on sentenced to death for the overt
Maptin Sands, the coast guard
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found the blob—a dozen plastic In other developmentirrelatAND BROKEN BONES
Mg to the "Manson Family," it
bags tied together.
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was disclosed that an "extra
heavy" patrol at the home of
the judge hearing Maason's
second murder trial had been
initiated.
Superior
Authoritine, said
Court Judge' Raymond Choate
had been given a personal
bodyguard and extra men were
—
*At or irhir tfarederdeft.
,patrolling his -Marihattan Beach..
home after he received a
mysterious package.
The package, found when the
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Congress and the White House are pn the kind of
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accident. The court said the
camper should have been given
enough facts "to provide an opportunity for an intelligent choice
as to whether he wished to incur
the risk."
Nor does a vacationer assume
the risk of outright negligence by
Park was bitten by a rambunc- those in charge. Thus:
tious grizzly bear. Park rangers
At a lake resort, a woman
had reason to suspect that a dan- bather cut her foot badly on a
gerous bear was at large, but fragment of glass just offshore.
they had given the camper no spe- Early that morning, the cleanup
cial warning about the situation. man had found and removed several broken bottles on the beach
nearby. But he had neglected to
find out whether any of the glass
had found its way into the water.
The woman later sued the
owner of the resort for damages,
and the court ruled in her favor.
The court said her injury was not
•
due to any hazard of the great
outdoors, produced by Nature,
but to plain and simple carelessness, produced by man.
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Wildcats Travel To Clemson
In Season Opener Saturday

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 10, 1971

1971 Murray State Thoroughbreds

By Herb Sparrow

merican Bar Association
: service feature by Will
rd.
I American Bar Aaviiation

weather in Lexington was
with Burnam will improve
welcome because "the weather
thuw,s.
,
LEXINGTON ( UPI )—John won't be any
surprise to us down
Besides
Kendrick,
Ray has his second debut as head
the
in South Carolina."--secondary will also have to watch
football coach at the University
The only question mark as of
for Don Kelley, a converted
of Kentucky Saturday afternoon,
Thursday was defensive back
defensive back who is now a
and the former Notre Dame Buzz
Burnam's knee, which has
flanker. Kelley has excellent
assistant hopes the hot, humid been bothering him
some in
breakway speed and holds five
weather at Clemson, S. C., will be practice.
Clemson records for returns.
the only hot time his Wildcats will
quarterback Bernie
have.
"He's still the best defensive Senior
Both Kentucky and Clemson back we have," Ray said, and his Scruggs has won the quarterback
are on rebuilding programs, and absence Saturday in the competition with sophomore
Ray will be starting his first revamped Kentucky defensive Mike Fanuzzi and will direct the
season with sophomores he soley secondary could be felt against new-look Wishbone T offense in
recruited. Ray, who has compiled Clemson's
hard-throwing its first game test. Sophomores
only a 4-17 record the past two quarterback Tommy Kendrick. Doug Kotar and Frank LeMaster
seasons with personnel he The right-armed Kendrick was and Junior Arvel Cattoll, a
inherited, is now pitting his one of the few bright spots for converted linebacker, will join
record on new faces and shifted first year ccach Hootie Ingram. Scruggs in the Kentucky backtalent.
Last season Clemson stumbled to field.
Ray had indicated that eight a 3-8 record.
sophomores may be in the The senior passed for 1,047
Shown above with their coaches are the 1971 Murray State Thoroughbreds,
starting lineup when Kentucky yards and eight touchdowns and
Camden, Tenn. Third row, left to right: Alfred Caldwell, Paris, Tenn.; Rod
who will play four home games this season in Cutchin Stadium. They are, front
invades
Clemson's "Death has amassed 2,864 passing yards
Pickering, Brandenburg, Ky.; Russ Carlisle, St. Louis, Mo.; Steve Whitty,
row, left to right: Tom Pandolfi, Nutley, N. J.; Mike Perry, Parish, N. J.; Rick
Valley" Memorial Stadium, in two seasons.
Hamtramck, Mich.; Don Dicken, Evansville, Ind.; Bill Farrell, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Cox, Beickiowu, N. J.; Rick Culler, Wheatley, Md.; Glenn Fausey, Sunbury, Pa.;
where the host team has won over Kentucky's passing defense
Pat Hagarty, Annadale, Va.; Merrill Brick, Silver Springs, Md.; Tom Binne,
Larry Roberts, Shelbyville, Ky.; James Brown, Louisville, Ky.; Dave Ford,
two-thirds of its games in 29 was notoriously poor last season
Cincinnati, Ohio; Deigns Schade, Berkley, Mich.; and Stan MCDoruild, McKenzie,
Evansville, Ind.; Frank Head, Providence, Ky.; E. W. Dennison, Jackson, Tem.;
and Ray hopes that the switch of
years.
Tenn. Fourth row, left to right: Rich Harriford, Paducah, Ky.; Tom Johnson,
Jeff Votaw, Wabash, Ind.; and Stan Watts, Hickman, Ky.Second row, left to right:
Ray says his team is in good former running backs Lee
Lynch, Ky.; Jim McPeake, Camden, Tenn.; Charles Carpenter, Loveland, Ohio;
Scott Crump, Dyersburg, Tenn.; Jerry Stanley, Hayti, Mo.; Roger Weidemann,
physical shape and half jokingly Clymer and Cecil Bowens and the
Jerry Williams, Sterling Heights, Mich.; Neal Evelyn, Crestllne, Ohio; and Joe
Metropolis, Ill.; Chuck Cantrell, Tifton, Ga.; Garnett Scott, Princeton, Ky.; Steve
remarked after Wednesday's addition of sophomore Darryl
Glorioso, Mansfield, Ohio; Don Clayton, Malden, Mo.; Jim Engle, Loveland, Ohio;
Trynham,Clayton, N. C.; Rick Fisher, Shelby, Ohio; Larry Brock, Louisville, Ky.;
practice that the recent hot Bishop to the secondary along COLUMBUS, Ga. (UPI)—
and George Greenfield, Owensboro, Ky. Coaches, back row, left to right: Steve
Mike Tepe, Cincinnati, Ohio; Gary Korte, St. Clair Shores, Mich.; Dean Flanary,
Doran; W. W. Furgerson, bead coach; Bill Hine; Carl Oakley; Jere Stripling;
John Miller and Jerry Heard
Loveland, Ohio; Dale Willis, Washington Court House, Ohio: and John Reed,
Gary Crum and Don Williams.
were two of the brightest young
pros entered in the $100,000
Southern Open Golf Tournament.
However, they also had a
fishing trip scheduled in Montana. Heard went fishing, but
By United Press International
Miller, who has shown . a
You'll get a good chance champion Nebraska — even
distinct .prefetence for Georgia
Saturday to take a close look at though it's only Sept. 11.
that will really test our defense,"_ down the guard positions with
golf courses, decided to play in
By Mike Brandon
Grambling and Morgan state,
'Mike Perry at center.
conclivled
Fergerson.
Nebraska, which wound up the Southern.
two of the black colleges noted
Western -Carolina also has a Other starters will be Jerry
Murray
The
University
State
for producing pro football with an unbeaten record but
The 143 other pros in the
tough defense. WCU's head coach Stanley and Jim McPeake at
was tied once last season by Southern Open probably wished Football Thoroughbreds open
players.
their 1971 football season Bob Waters ranks the defense the ends, Bill Fryer and E. W.
The schools will clash at Southern California, will host he had decided to go fishing.
linebackers, and
Saturday
at Ashville, North finest in the school's history. Dennison at
Miller, a member of golf's
Yankee Stadium in the first Oregon.
Four members of the front line Larry Brock, Jim Brown. Mike
Carolina
against
Western
annual Whitney Young Memor- Tailback Bobby Moore and mod squad who has been
Tepe,and Kevin Grady at backs.
Carolina University. The tilt is will be starting together for theirial Game and the contest will quarterback Dan Fouts will be playing the game virtually all
One bright spot for the Racers
third
season.
scheduled for 2 p.m. local time.
be televised nationally as the shooting for an Oregon upset his life, shot a five-under-par
tackle
The Racers, burdened with The Racers will start Garnett will be that all-conference
kickoff of ABC's weekly college against Nebraska but the over the green island course
quarterback in the Dave Ford and linebacker Frank
injuries, will be without the Scott at
Cornhuskers are a solid two Thursday and took a two-stroke
football series.
services of number one quar- contest. Last seas°. Scott Head arc back again this season.
The game will have the touchdown favorite with the lead after the first round of the
Head led the team in tackles and
terback
Steve
Trynham. completed 63 of 152 passes for 846
unusual starting timeisof 6:30 home field advantage.
Second Annual Southern Open.
Traynham, suffering from a yards and fired eight touchdown assists last season.
p.m. EDT because if it was a USC, which had a disappointFreshman Dennis Myers and
highest shoulder separation, will miss at paSses. His receivers are Merrill quarterback Scott will be hanTwo of Miller's
night game, it would collide in ing season last year even
least the first two games of the Brick and Jeff Votaw at
year
finishes
the
this
tour
on
$47.00 Per Person, Round Trip
the ratings with the Miss though it was the only club to
season. Other players who will wideouts. Bill Farrell will be at dling the punting chores for the
tie Nebraska and beat Notre came when he tied Jack
America contest.
Stan Watts, who
Cantrell.
injured
tightened
position.
the
Brick
miss
the opener are linebacker
Both schools are hoping that Dame, is also a two TD Nicklaus for second place in the
Tom Johnson, punter Chuck caught three touchdown passes in holds the conference records with
a good rating will lead to more favorite over Alabama for their Masters and 'then finished fifth
back
Cantrell, tackle Rick Cox, guard this spring's intrasquad game. a 52 yard field goal, will be
appearances for them and other game tonight. This is the in the Atlanta Classic. He has
taking care
season
fourth
his
for
Votaw,
started
senior,
a
his
Rodney Pickering and tight end
— CALL
black schools in the future on second game of a home-and- won more than $66,000 already
sophomore year but was of the field goals and the extra
Neal Evelyn.
year.
this
home series which the two
the College TV Series.
Western Carolina also has a sidelined all of last season with points.
Although the pro scouts schools established after the
The Racers, will be idle nex
few
woes of their own. Hal Mote, injuries. Farrell, only a
Miller might feel he has
always follow them closely llth game was legalized last
and return home for the
week
sophomore,
promises
become
to
spearheaded
the
something extra going for him who
1Grambling sends more players year.
of Murray's best tight ends in home opener at Cutchin Stadium
one
Catamounts
to
five
straight
in
the
Southern
— 489-2414 —
Open.
Mason
to the pros than any school Alabama built up a solid
on the 25th against Tenness
school's history.
except Notre Dame), the two reputation in the mid 60's when Rudolph won last year's Inau- victories at the end of last year's the
running attack will be up Tech.
rarely get national recognition it was playing mainly Southern gural Tournament—then the season, will be sidelined for at The
tailback Rick Fisher. Two
to
fractured
with
month
least
a
a
$60,000
Green
Island
Open—on
tb,
,,,
o swagen at Arntr,ea. In•t
and this will be the first time schools but the Crimson Tide
years ago Fisher rushed for 871
they've appeared as part of the were ambushed by USC 42-41 his wedding anniversary. Miller collarbone.
yards. But last season. Fisher
College TV Series.
last year even though they had and wife Linda will, have been Western Carolina possess a
nursed injuries for most of the
married
two
years
on
Sept.
17—
But when the pro fans watch the home edge. This time the
great ground game. Allsuch former Grambling stand- game is being played in the Los only five days after the American canadidate Otis season and finished the year with
a disappointing 343 yards. Rick
outs as Buck.. Buchanan, Clifton Angeles Coliseum and while tournaments ends.
McIntosh, a senior tailback, has Culler, the starting fullback,
McNeil and Willie Brown and Alabama has more experience
Miller's best shot Thursday gained 2,255 yards in three rushed for 58 yards in 26 carries
such Morgan State stars as this year, the Crimson Tide will came on No. 18 when he rolled seasons. MSU coach Bill
last season.
Leroy Kelly and Willie Lanier, have difficulty containing the in a 45-foot putt for an eagle. Fergerson also has praises for
Starting offensive lineman will
they get a good idea of the tough Trojans.
He had three birdies on the the Catamount attack. "They're be Roger Weidernann with
Dale
caliber of ball the teams play. The Rose Bowl is still amost front nine, sinking a 40-foot putt big, fast and tough. They use a
Willis at tackle. Joe Glorioso and
While Grambling and Morgan four months off but the on No. 3.
wide-open, pro type of an offense Charles Carpenter will be holding
State are in the TV spotlight, Michigan-Northwestern
clash
many of the nation's leading might ultimately decide who
schools will be opening their gets the roses in the Big Ten
season-including Orange Bowl this season. Michigan is the
favorite but Northwestern has
its best team in recent years
and could surprise. Michigan
has a question mark at
By STEVE WILSTEIN
Robinson and Dave Johnson ee 2-1 in 12 innings
quarterback where Sophomore
and Boston
UPI Sports Writer
and two RBIs by Boog Powell
Kevin Casey is the starter.
romped over Detroit 12-6.
Three other Big Ten games While Earl Weaver contem- on a sacrifice fly and a double In the
only National League
will be played In the conferen- plates the Baltimore Orioles' as he,., beat the Senat9s..jo.Ljhe
sehedulettt-crsce's earliest opening in history proper place in history, Jim fourth straight time this season
Light Sparrlood
moved to within 4u2 games of
as Iowa is at Ohio State, Palmer is thinking
about and handed Denny Mtlain his the
first-place San Francisco
Indiana is at Minnesota and whether or not he will start in 19th loss.
gauge
Giants in the Western Division
!sr,.
the playoffs against the Oak- "I've been jetting a lot of
Illinois at Michigan State.
m
SZ29
by edging San Diego 3-2.
In
other
key
matchups land Athletics.
runs and getting then: carl." The Angels, held hitless by
Be ready for the seas*.
around the nation, California "Winning 20 games could Palmer said. "But I havt, to rookie Bill
Parsons for seven
at Sears low price!
meets Arkansas at Little Rock. mean the difference between a admit I'm getting tin,:
the innings, beat Milwaukee on
L.SU entertains Colorado, Pitt is starting job in the playoffs or end of the season."
Billy Parker's two-out homer in
at UCLA, Georgia Tech plays winding up in the bullpen," In other American 1
the 12th. his first major league
Palmer
said
South Carolina, Stanford ( withafter fvinning his games California beat N1,1v.auk- hit.
SEMIS. 1101.BIJC16. 41,40 CO
out Jim Plunkett) goes to 18th game 4-2, over the
Missouri, Duke meets Florida Washington Senators. "
..i'svo bad
Southside( enter ‘1urray. Ky. at Tampa, Texas Tech is at games from any of us here on
Tulane and Houston is at Rice. in and we could wind up there."
The 6-foot-3 right-hander, who
has won seven of his last eight
decisions and whose 2.79 earned
run average is the best among
Baltimore's starters, has stiff
competition for a starting role
By I nited Press International
from Dave McNally, Mike
League
American
Cuellar, and
Pat Dobson.
National League
East
Manager Weaver has hinted
East
GB
W.
Pct.
L.
that he would prefer to go with
W. L. Pct. GB
Baltimore
630
87
51
left-handers - against the Reggie
Gns.ser yet
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Detron
79 63 556 10 Pittsburgh
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/
2
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mission radial tires rear window de
West
room as the people m the front.
games for the third straight
fogger, to name a few
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Uni.ie
most
4
door sedans, though,
Lanes at 6.00 p.m., Monday, September 13th
year. Only one other team has Oakland
Unlike most 4 door sedans, those op
90 52 .634
W. L. Pct. GB
there s. also .room for luggage in the
done that, the Philadelphia Kansas
tins are included in the price of the car
City
76 66 .535 14 San Francisco 82 61 .573 ...
front
as well as in bock
Athletics in 1929-30-31 and the Chicago
Now you chit answer if you like
67 75 .472 23 Los Angeles
like most 4 door sedans our 4
/
2
78 66 .542 41
Orioles, now 87-51, have 22 California
) Yes
1 No
ii engine
67 76 469 231
/
2 Atlanta
.500
72
72
.
101
/
2
games left to achieve that Minnesota
65 75 464 24 Cincinnati
71 74 .490 12
status. Because of two rained Milwaukee
61 81 430 29 Houston
69 74 .483.13
out-cancelled games however,
Thursday's Results
San Diego
/
1.415 Main Street
2
54 10 -.375 281
Baltimore will play only 160 Baltimore
4 Washington 2
games.
Murray, Ky.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray •
Boston 12 Detroit 6
Thursday's Result
Phone 753-8850
Palmer, 18-7, received the Calif
Open Mon. thru SaL 730
3 'Milwaukee 2 12 inns) Los Angeles 3 San Diego 2
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A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
support of home runs by Frank
(Only game scheduled)
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Miss Delilah Joy Swann Exchanges Vows
With Larry Paul Santa Barbara In Lovely
Ceremony At The Memorial Baptist Church

Friday, September le
Murray
North
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Bernice Boyd at
one p.m. Membersnote deluge in
time.

Washin

Miss Peggy Jean Forres Becomes Bride Of
James Franklin Johnson In Ceremony At
Hazel Baptist Church On August 21
Murray Wotnan's Club will have The
at potluck supper at the club
house at 6:341 p.m. with
Mesdames Allen Russell, Morgan
Sisk, Robert Buckingham,
Johnny McCage, Rob Ray, and Z.
C. Enix as hostesses.

The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club will have a potluck supper at
the school at seven p.m. The
executive board will meet at 6:30 The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
p.m.
at the club house at 7:30p.m. with
Mesdames Lloyd Boyd, Robert
Hopkins, A.L. Hough, and Miss
Martha Guier as hostesses.
,September 11

Senior Citizens
Club Has Bingo
Party & Luncheon

The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club held a bingo
party and potluck luncheon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
Paul Kingins, club chaplain,
gave the invocation. The tables
were covered with white cloths
The Murray Unit of the
and centered with arrangements
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists
of summer flowers.
will meet at the .Southside
The hostesses were Mrs. Birdie
Restaurant at seven p.m. A
Parker, Mrs. Jewel Parks, Mrs.
make up technician from Revlon
Hildred Sharpe, Mrs. Lela
will present the program.
Shackleford, and Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Roberts.
club
The Tractor Pull, sponsored by
McLemore,
O.C.
the Murray Jaycees, will be held
president, presided, welcomed
County The Board of the Murray Quota
at the Calloway
the group, and introduced the
Fairgrounds at seven p.m. Those Club will meet at the Southside
guests. Bingo was played with
that paid at the rained out event Restaurant at 5:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts in charge.
on August 21 will be admitted
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, chairfree.
man of the Home Department of
the M urray Woman's Club, a
visitor, announced that the
department will honor the senior
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge No.
citizens with a tea on Thursday,
276 will have a potluck lunch after
,
September 16, at two p.m. at the
church services. All members
(Wilson Wesley Photo)
club house.
and their families are urged to
The meeting was closed with
attend.
Mrs Larry Paul Santa Barbara
group singing with Mrs. Bertha
pianist, acJones, club
The Garden Department of the
Miss Delilah Joy Swann and deep pleat in the long sleeves.
Brlsendlne Photo
Murray Woman's Club opened
companying the group.
cymbidium
green
a
wore
She
were
Barbara
Santa
Larry Paul
In charge of arrangements for
the new club year with a "Tea
married on Saturday, September orchid at the slightly raised
Mr. and Mrs. James Franklin Johnson
Sunday, September 12
the October 1st meeting will be
and flower party" at the club
4, at four o'clock in the afternoon waistline which opened into a
Mesdames Ann Childers, Floy
house on Thursday, September 2,
at the Memorial Baptist Church. pleat down the front. She wore The Murray-Calloway County
Miss Peggy Jean Forres and flower girl and wore a dress Caldwell, Essie Blalock, Ruby
afternoon.
the
in
o'clock
two
at
shoes.
match
to
dyed
The bride is the only daughter
will have its monthly Mrs. Morrison Galloway, James Franklin Johnson were identical to the attendants.
Harris, Nell Andrus, Ruth
The groom's mother, Mrs. Shrine Club
of Mr.. and Mrs. Marvin Lynn
Morris Parker, brother-in-law Weeks, Ruby Barnes, 1Maudie
breakfast at the chaplain, gave the devotion on united in marriage in a canfellowship
Saturday,
Swann of Murray. The groom is Santa Barbara, selected a cowl Holiday Inn at nine s.m
on
man.
best
as
ceremony
served
dlelight
of the groom,
Armstrong, and Mr. and Mrs.
the theme, —The Earth is the
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. knit dress for her son's wedding.
August 21, at seven o'clock in the Mickey Hart was the groom- Bryan Tolley.
Fullness
The
and
Lord's
lace
bodice
a
featured
It
with
Santa Barbara of Schenectady,
evening at the Hazel Baptist sman.
Members attending were
Thereof".
long sleeves and a softly pleated
New York.
Ushers were Tony Forres and Messrs and Mesdames O.C.
Church, Bro. B.R. Winchester
by
The program was presented
skirt. Her accessories were dyed
performed the double ring Billy Forres, both brothers of the McLemore, Norman
Mrs. Tommy Williams asked to match and she wore a green
Klapp,
Mrs. Lenvel Yates who used as
Monday, September 13
ceremony.
bride.
the guests to sign the bride's cymbidium orchid.
Bryan Tolley, 011ie Hughes,
her theme, Do's and Don't's of
Mr.
of
to
daughter
chose
mother
bride's
The
the
is
bride
The
wedding book. An arrangement
She
Mrs. Melvin Grogan, maternal The Kirksey School PTA will Flower Arranging".
Anthony wear a blue crepe dress with
of flowers in the chosen wedding grandmothet of the bride, wore a have a special call meeting to brought out many interesting and Mrs. William
colors graced the cream draped drpss of aqua polyester with discuss purchase of basketball points including the following: Forres of Hazel. The groom is silver and blue trim accent. Her
the son of Mrs. Pat Hayes of West accessories were a matching
table.
beaded trim and a hat of net. warm up jackets and the fall Person should be pleased, make
Music for the wedding was Mrs. Leslie Seay, paternal festival at the school at 1:45 pan. for self and occasion, right Covina, California, and &Sgt. blue,and her corsage was a white
cymbidium orchid.
David L. Johnson of Vietnam.
presented by Mrs. Larrie Clark, grandmother of the bride, was
flowers in right container, and
The wedding vows were ex- Mrs. Nellie Johnson, grandorganist, and Mrs. John Gordon, attired in a mint green dress with
right container for right size.
changed before a white wrought mother of the groom, Mrs. Lowell
Taylor, violinist. The selections a matching sleeveless jacket
Many lovely arrangements
arch entwined with ivy and King and Mrs. W.T. Brian,
iron
chosen by the bride and groom edged with beaded trim.
The Maryleonna Frost Circle of brought by the members were white porn poms and centered grandmothers of the bride, all
were -One Hand,One Heart","A
Mrs.
evaluated.
and
discussed
The groom's maternal grand- the First United Methodist
Mme For Us". and "Romance" mother, Mrs. Anna Lubbe, chose Church WSCS will meet at the James Hamilton was awarded with a white bow. Baskets of were presented corsages of white
white gladioli and blue mums on cymbidiurn orchids.
:concerto by Ava Maria closed the
a dress of midnight blue knit with home of Mrs. A.M. Thomas, 803 first place honor, Mrs Harold white colums graced each side of -Mies Cindy Nance and Miss
umy. The traditional music matching accessories.
Douglas.
1,eonard
Mrs
arid
Sha-Wa Circle, at 9111
the baskets yikiii¢ tellies kept tbe register.
used for the processional and
All the grandmothers wore Members note change in date. Vaughn;tied for second place,' ihe arch- Flanking
tapers in a
burning
recessional.
white
were
and an arrangements in Mrs
cymbidium orchids.
Reception
candelabra
branched
seven
was
church
the
of
altar
! The
Humphrey Key, Mrs L.W.
of
Mrs. Richard Grogan
ivy.
!flanked by brown wicker baskets Hopkinsville directed the wedPaschall, and Mrs Harold entwined with
Following the ceremony a
Preceding the ceremony a
fee chrysanthemums in autumn ding.
Douglass tied for third place.
.Monday, September 13
was reception was held in the
music
nuptial
of
program
colors, birds of paradise, and
:
Mrs. John Livesay. department
Oneida White. educational building of the
purple asters. A single tree
The Alma School PTA will meet chairman, brought greetings and presented by Mrs.
Reception
Miss Jane church.
:candelabra holding smaller
at the school lunchroom at two welcome the new and old organist, and
soloist.
Sboernakeer,
Among the The bride's table was overlaid
i_elusters of chrysanthemums
members. Mrs. L.W Paschall,
Following the ceremony the p.m
Own with a white irish linen cloth of
c• ompleted the setting.
secretary, read the minutes and selections played were "My
bride's parents entertained with
Time For Us", cutwork design edged in blue
I John Dale, minister of the a reception in the social hall of
Mrs. R.L. Bowden gave the True Love", "A
"One Heart One Hand", and over a light blue cloth. Centering
Church of Christ, read from the church. Mrs. Richard Stone
treasurer's report.
Ladies Steak Night will be at New members introduced were "Love Story". Miss Shoemaker the table was an arrangement of
Xahlie Gibran before the ex- kept the guest register.
"We've Only Just Begun" blue and white daisies flanked by
he Oaks Country Club.
change of vows by the bride and
Mrs. Harry Conley, Mrs. Peter sang
In the center of the hall were
the ceremony and the burning tapers in three branched
preceding
be
will
Kathryn
Hostesses
., groom.
Whaley, Mrs. Melvin Cayce, Mrs.
three round tables overlaid with
Prayer" at the close of candelabra. The three tiered
"Wedding
Edith
Linda
Outland,
Garrison,
Thomas McCoy, Mrs. Edgar
cream pleated cloths. The center
wedding cake was topped with a
and Erma Tuck.
Brides Dress
Morris, Mrs. Hollis Roberts, Mrs. the ceremony.
table held the four tiered wedding Parker,
miniature bride and groom
Greene
and
Wilson,
Betty
Miss
cake of old fashioned butternut
Dress
statuette under an arch.
Bride's
:. The bride, given in marriage
Bowden.
with ecru frosting. Shades of
Punch was served from an anby her father, wore a dark ecru and brown roses cascaded
Announcement was made of
altar tique crystal punch bowl.
Annie
and
, candlelight dress reminescent of down the side. White butterfly Ethel Harmon
the Audubon District of the The bride, escorted to the
: English tradition designed*: the roses and eucalyptus adorned the Armstrong Goups of the Hazel Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc.. to by her father, wore a lovely Serving at the reception were
. bride and made by her mother. miniature wedding couple Baptist Church WMS will meet at be held at the club house in formal gown of white peau de soie Mrs. George James. Miss Carol
: The empire bodice and fitted statuette used by the bride's the church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Murray on Wednesday, October fashioned with a 1:... • stand Russell, Miss Debbie Miller, and
at Miss Rema Deford, cousin of the
, caps of the sleeves were made of paternal grandparents at their Ora Joyce in charge of the 27, with the Garden Department away collar. taperin: •
ce bride.
mod
a
and
program
lace wedding.
back,
Alencon
the
; candlelight
of the Murray Woman's Club,
Watst.
Out of town guests included Mr.
scalloped in seed pearls with a
Nature's Palette Garden Club, with fitted band at tht
slim and tapered to and Mrs. S.E. Forres of San
were
sleeves
tut_ underlay of dusk pink
reenter
/
the
and
Junior
Rose
A silver stemmed bowl with
Garden Club
skirt, a Antonio, Texas, Mr. and Mrs.
The bishop crystal droplets held an
beaded ribbon.
as hosts. Complete plans will be a cally lily point. The
beautiful A-silhouette, twin W.T. Brian of Poplar Bluff ,
sleeves of silk organza ended in a arrangement of white rosebuds Sinking Spring Baptist Church announced later.
Mee crescent tapered toward the and eucalyptus. Silver ap- WMS will meet at church at 7:30 Refreshments were served panels of alencon lace motifs and Missouri, Mrs. C.L. Deford and
enhanced Sterna Deford of Fisk, Missouri,
The. dirndle skirt of pointments were used for the
from the beautifully appointed rose design of pearls
dress. The long and Mr. and Mrs. Chandler King
the
of
beauty
the
,organza over dusk pink crepe fell nuts, mints, and tiny sandwiches.
table by the hostesses, Mesdames
style, of McKenzie, Tenn.
i in soft gathers to the floor. The An heirloom silver bowl was
John J. Livesay, Lenvel Yates. chapel train, worn watteau
repeated
the
with
sprinkled
was
, hem of the gown was trimmed in used to serve We punch. An
L.W. Paschall, Freed Cothaii.
pearls.
; an arc of lace roses.
assortment of Italian cookies and First Baptist Church WMS will Harold Douglas, and J.B. Wilson lace motifs and
The straight-leg slacks with
; She wore a full length veil of candy was served to the guests by meet at the church at nine a.m.
Her three tiered waist length
proportioned good looks
veil of silk illusion fell from a lace
:organza attached to a lace caplet the bride and groom which had with Mrs. Calvin Morris as
:encrested with pearls. The veil, been brought by the groom's leader.
petal cap accented with a large
hove gots into dies* easyBrocade SHor.s
edged with pearls, was caught at parents for the occasion.
pearl in the center. The bride's
Pretty in the Gino Charles
no-iron polysstor
wash,
small
a
was
jewelry
!the nape by a band of organza Serving at the reception tables
collection for fall was an en- only
pull-oos„ New fall
borrowed
necklace
doobleknit
diamond
:and pearls. The organza then were Mrs. Isaac Grogan, Mrs.
semble featuring jeweled
of honor and her
maid
her
;folded into a series of deep pleats, Kenneth Sasseen, and Mrs. Elm Grove Baptist Church
ivy green,
navy,
of
shades
from
metal brocade shorts under
grandmother's gold wedding
!held together by rings of pearls. Richard Grogan, all aunts of the WMS will, meet at the ehurch at
a short, gold brocade dress
representing something old. Miss Gina Herndon was gold purple, brown or block.
;The bride carried a Chantilly bride. They wore identical floor 1 30 p.m with Rev Earl Warford
with a jeweled low-necked band
carried a cascade bouquet of honored with a party in
'bouquet of gardenias and purple length sleeveless gowns of peach in charge of the program.
She
bodice.
birthday
statice accented with pearl knit with raised waistlines ac,five phalaenopois orchids, ivy, celebration of her third
at one3,
September
Friday,
on
love
in
tied
streamers
:hearts
and white
cented by matching lace and
knots, and placed on a white thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
•-. Miss Leah Workman was the ribbon. Their corsages were of
The Mattie Bell Hay Circle of
Bible. The Bible was a gift from The party was given by her
; maid of honor. The bridesmaids orange wood daisies.
rrinIieotrtgawnaiszattihcein mother, Mrs. Jimmy Herndon, at
the
United
First
Viettiodist
of
I were Miss Janelle Turner
the Young Women's
Assisting with the serving were
their home at 1620 Kirkwood
.
shisrscyh B
r c!
* Akron. Ohio, and Miss Martha Mrs. Walter Schroeder and Mrs. Church WSCS will meet at the
heiss
of m
Drive, Murray.
Ladd of Murray. They were Douglass Galyen, who wore church at seven p.m.
many
identically attired in floor length corsages of wood daisies.
maid of honor and Mrs. Dianne The honoree opened her
111 S. 4th
was gifts and the group played
groom,
the
of
sister
gowns of printed polyester voile
Parker,
appropriate
1.yrin Dunn played
presented
were
Favors
games.'
Ky.
hi hues of rose, purple, brown, selections on the organ during the
the only other attendant.
The Sigma Department of the
The empire reception
and orange
They wore sleeveless light blue to the children and refreshcake
.7/waistline was banded by brown
crepe formal length gowns ac- menta of Ice cream and
Miss Janet Boaz-Grogan and
They carried a Miss Brenda Pruitt-Grogan,
..satin ribbon
.
cented at the midriff, and stand were served.
September 3
Children present were Sandy
up collars with white lace trim.
i.single bird of paradise
cousins of the bride, handed coral
centering the lace was a band of Miller, David Rogers, Darien
1: Louis Santa Barbara was his rice bags to the guests as the The U-shaped tables were
.
The bridal couple left the church. overlaid with white cloths. The
blue crepe interspersed with blue Iamb, Richard Herndim, Mitchell
;firother's best man
the
• groomsmen were Roger Melton, They left for a brief wedding trip honored guests' table held a CATCHING SOME RAYS (et. flowers. They also wore white Fain, Elizabeth Fain, and
but
attend
to
Unable
and
asters.,
purple
honoree.
of
centerpiece
carried
and
gloves
Sing
length
the
most out of Indian elbow
!fraternity brother of the groom, with the bride wearing a nutmeg
green and gold mums. Greenery Summer sun (and Thanksgiv- nosegays of white daisies and sending gifts were Terri Lamb,
.iind David Nichols of Ftenton. knit short Pant suit.
!
.
ing
.
.
and
(hriatnaut), this
arrangements
and similiar
lace Sheri Lamb, Becky Bean, and
;Mickey Johnson, Rick Park, and
smashing knicker suit by flay. porn poms on a white
tables.
remaining
the
decorated
blue Danny Lamb.
with
intersperied
tacking
also
fraternity
ha Brothers that moot would
ittliny Harris,
Covers were laid fpr twenty- love to borrow. Donein red and net and blue bow and streamers Mothers present were Mrs.
brothers of the groom, were the
navy Fortrel polyester, it's cehtering the front
five guest.
Their, Dan Miller, Mrs. Carol M.
;,ushers.
Mr and Mrs Paul J. Santa
paired with shops of the same
presented
couple
bridal
The
were Rogers, Mrs. Johnny Herndon,
illusion
blue
of
headpieces
a
wore
bride
the
: The mother of
Barbara were hosts for the each of their attendants with colors. Rating an "A"for imagithe Mrs. Jimmy Fain, and the
was
bow.
Flps
aaDi
ony
W
nation, the appliqued ka,with attached
edT
illine green Chiffon frock with rehearsal dinner held at the
plenty of heart.
hostess.
Miss
**green appliques emphasizing the Holiday Inn on Friday evening, gifts

Sunday'Supper
Chef's Salad
Fresh Plum Pit

Bolls
Beverage

FRESH PLUM PIE
Top crust only for this dessert.
4 cups pitted and quartered
fresh plums
Sugar
2 teaspoon ground allspice
1
/
2 cup orange juice
1
/
2 cups sifted flour
/
11
2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1-3rd cup shortening
1/12 cup milk

Sy LIE U
Central Press A
Carrespon
. WASHINGTON ways pinching G
MacArthur's cornc
dark glasses. A
Churchill's cigar a
D. Roosevelt's hia
holder. One day the
a rubber knife fro
and held up the ca
This is what hap
daily at Wa.shingto
ileum where eel,
of the past du
Lablcau after table
fruin American
from the Bible. thing that basis

Arrange plums in a 2-quart
buttered baking dish. Mix in 23rds cup sugar, allspice and orange juice. Sift together flour,
baking powder, salt and 2 tablespoons sugar; cut in shortening, add milk and mix to a soft
dough. Roll dough % inch thick
to fit top of biking dish, and
place over plums; cut vents in
dough. Sprinkle with a little
sugar. Bake in a preheated 375degree oven for 45 minutes.
Serve warm. Makes 6 servings.

Vernon Roberts, OWe Hale; Ner
Paul Kingins; Mesdames Guseie
Adams, Gordon Loberger, Virte
Clark, Flay Caldwell, 0114/e
Hagan, Gladys Hale, Dole
Haley, Lochie Hart. Rub)
Harrell, Hobble Harrison, Lillian
Hicks, Bertha Jones, Maty
Lamb,Edna McReynolds, Corinie
Jones, Jewel Parks, LaNara
Jones, Birdie Parker, Hilcired
Sharpe, Ruth Weeks, Lela
Shackelford,
Mina Waters,
and Miss Erin Montgomery.
Vistors were Mrs. Elects
Andrus, Mrs. Agnes Maier, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack

be
kn
Su
• he
A
• gr

Famous Name
SALE!
PRINT PANT
TOPS
01

Ultressa Textured
Polyester

F

=.=—•
—.--•
III

Bel-Air
Cent
Murray,

price
Soft ond beautiful prints in IAtressal . . . the pelyester with
the look and feel of silk. Choose
from paisley, swirl, geometric or
floral prints. For sizes 10 to 18
in Fall shades to match

9 - 9 Mon
1 - 6 Sun
Phone: 7'
111

slacks .

Famous Name

with Lemon
16-oz. Regu
1.89 Valu

Polyester Dotitte.:Knit

$

2

Proportioned Slacks

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP
Murray,

t

Refelat • ht. Hold • Umtc

6.3-oz. Size

13-oz.

Size
2.35
Value
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said museum manager Frank
Dennis, "is President Lincoln's
beard!"

Sy LIE ULM
Central Press Assoeintion
.J

indays Supper
s Salad
s Plum Pre

Rolls
Beverage

FRESH PLUM PIE
crust only for this des;ups pitted and quartered
plums
:ar
teaspoon ground allspice
cup orange juice
cups sifted flour
taspoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
•cup shortening
cup milk

years ago Since then something

Correspondent
Dennis said he went to a 1dt
WASHINGTON -- They're al- of trouble to get
an exact duways pinching Gen. Douglas plicate of the derringer
used by
MacArthur's corncob pipe and John Wilkes Booth in
the Lindark glasses. And Winston coln assassination, but it
too
Churchill's cigar and Franklin was snatched by
some gun-oriD. Roosevelt's black cigarette ented thief.
holder. One day they even stole
Despite the thievery, the mua rubber knife from St. Peter
seum opens its doors to some
and held up the cashier'
five million visitors a year who
This is what happens almost come to ogle thus effigies
of the
daily at Washington's Wax Mu- late President Kennedy,
his
seum where celebrated figures brother, Robert, his
widow,
of the past do their thing in Jacqueline and other
VIP's. ,
tableau after tableau of events
• • *.
froin American history and
THE MUSEUM,'which opened
from the Bible. "About the only
in 1958, calls itself the "wax"
thing that hasn't been stolen,"
museum, but actually all the

nosed President Nixon.
• • •
DORFMAN admitted he had
to do over JFK's face four times
before he got the correct likeness, but most of the figures
look so real that a dummy girl
receptionist in the lobby fools
'em every time.
Recently an elderly lady
padded up to the seated figui,
and asked the whereabouts , •

the taped reply.
On another occasion a car
thief trying to escape from the
police hid among the historical
figures for more than an hour
before he was caught.
It's not surprising the police
had a time catching him because even the figure of John

•

Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It'll great arrangement. Iiiire end fip
being owned and operated by the people
who need- and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment proi) grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-with a seasoned money
nro the man at PCA

•
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The first practical threedimensional X-ray system has
been developed, the Journal of
the American Medical Association reports.

Senior Scouts are 15 years
and older.
•* *
The U.S. Coast Guard was
established Aug. 4,1790.
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CREME
RINSE
Tame with Body
Tame for Oily Hair
with Lemon and with Body
Regular
16-oz. Regular
1 1.15 Value
1 1.89 Value

$

26

DEEP MAGIC
II

Ill

III
Ill
Ill

Self-Styling 1.S9s

Value

elitorti

WHY
PAY
MORE?

oP
6.3-oz. Size

6-oz. Size
Regular
1.75
Value

1 46

It's

SETTING GEL
Why
i .0-40

Pay

r1.04.111 OIL

E

76'
1.25 Value

good for your hair.
2.5-oz. Size

•••

$1 58

More?
Size

REGULAR &
EXTRA HOLD

V
Ef

One
AdVANCIE
Apppication
I
Regular
Gentle
Super
$
Regular
'2.29 Value

look
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14 hour protection

BABY
LOTION
4-oz.
75' Value
4

51.50 Value
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9-oz
Size
Ill
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68;

baby-soft, smooth skin

for

56;

civ-ktn-c114 BABY OIL
bal)
oil

Regular '1.75
Elea 11M111

tie

In

Low Price

C OW.

991

1111•OM 1.911M

BABY POWDER

"BABY
YOURSELF"

MISS....•

•••••••

III
III

111

with the World's
Finest Powder!

.
.7 17,
7•"•

lit

.•
Ill

Gentle Powder
Spray Deodorant

3- Oz.

44;
56;

NOW

Creme Formula Haircoloring

Naturally
Feminine
Johnson & Johnson

III

130's

Miss Clairol
You
Pay
Only

Ill

1111

100% Sterile

...”../.. 14•1.o.01**0 0011

'

2-oz.

28

ONLY

Regular Price '2.50

im• • On I.= •40

Cotton Balls
1.• cmarft1..•

Balls

1 58

III
ill
III

III

RED CROSS

CLAIROL

2-oz. Size
2.50
Regular
‘IF
Price

ISP

ivi

Ill

NEW!
FROM

FOAM-IN CONDITIONING
HAIR COLOR

Value

great for short
hair styles

66;

A

(1:4

Regular '1.00 Value

HAPPINESS

Dippity-Do

40,
uNiittvie

Fight the
5.5-oz Size
lcky-Stickys 83' Value

Cotton

Blonding Simplified!

DEODORANT FOR MEN
4-oz. Mist

0d01101
'
l,

16
I I \ k( )1

0 w

LOTION LIGHTENER

1. 1

You Pay Only

111
Ill

13-oz.
ni Size
2.35

MAND Born Blonde
TAHITIAN LIME

Regular '1.10 Value

99c

Rosales • ht. Mold • 1h/wooled

III
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MOISTURIZER
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3-oz. Size
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You can't buy
a better
moisturizer._ _
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Medicated
Powder
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303 POPLAR ST.
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TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

A new technique which
medical authorities believe
holds great promise in the management of problem babies is
intensive care nurseries.
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Phone: 753-8304
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at The RightPlace

* 0*
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Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.

Ill

U!-•

:

:

Duster 2-Door Coupe
Just compare Duster to the Mitii-cars.
Everything ts a lot bigger, except the price.
Because right now, thanks to our final clearance
deals, the price is more compact
than ever. Come to the right place
--CP FITY5
--/
1
4
:
5

FEAT OF SOAP-Taken to a hospital in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
when his dad was unable to free his finger from a piece
of pipe, Jimmy Joe Herrmann. 4, looks serious (top)
as
Nurse Rose Archer prepares surgical soap for lubrication, and smiles widely (lower) after the emergency
-operation" is etimpleted.

Clark expedition scene. The latter tableau even includes a rattlesnake.
"I only hope," Dennis said
"that somebody doesn't stea
it, too."

He's Earl Dorfman, whose
waxworks in Baltimore, Md.,
graduated from store window
dummies to historical figures
virtually overnight, after he
created a remarkable life-size
effigy of Lincoln.
Museum boss Dennis liked the
Lincoln and so did a lot of other
people who bought stock in the
fledgling company enabling
Dennis to open the museum 13

Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

11••••=111=•••••

•

there,-, from
Ponce de Leon to Dolly Madi- fact I did not."
son, are made of plastic.
His search for realism has
The reason they're plastic
prompted Dennis to use every(polyvinyl chloride plastisol is
thing' from actual antiques to
because the fellow who makes
homespun clothes and a 12-foot
them doesn't know anything
waterfall in the Lewis and
about working in wax.

figures contained

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

=. =•= =•-•

•

scores of books to find out the
color of Lincoln's eyes-gray.
"If I'd been lucky," he added,
"I might have found it in the
very first book •I read, but in

We lend money to farmers and ranchers

.

Our clearance Duster
is the biggest
little bargain of all.

DENNIS said he also read

PRINT PANT
TOPS

and beautiful prints in

WHY
IS OUR DEAL
BETTER
THAN THEIR
DEAL?

an actual 1912 Ford."

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

••=•••=1•111•1•••

Rates up
tIANILA (UPI)
The
cheaper value of the Philippine
peso abroad has prompted the
22 international airlines operating in the Philippines to raise
their travel and freight rates up
to 5 per cent.

1 he birch tree thrives in
extremes of heat and cold.

the powder room. "I can't giv,
you my phone number," came,

Smith--on the verge of having
Its head chopped off by a tomehawked Indian-is "breathing''
in and out, just as you and I.
Dennis explained the uncanny
chest movement is achieved
with a bellows attached to a
motor.
"We try for realism," Dennis
said. "For instance-our Henry
Ford was created from data
found on his 1916 driver's license and he is shown seated in

mous Name
SALE!

price

* * *

Figure of MacArthur

s
A'nvi

Lasting attraction
BARDSTOWN, Ky.(UPI)"The Stephen Foster Story,",
an outdoor musical portraying
the life and works of the famous songwriter, has been ail:,
tended by nearly 600,000 persons since it opened here 13
years ago.
*0*
-

The would-he macrame artist can find many books and
magazine articles on the subject - at the bookstore or local
library.

How long will pipe last

m Roberts, OWe Hale; il41Kingins; Mesdames Gualie
is, Gordon Loberger, Virtie
t, Floy Caldwell, Olie
In, Gladys Hale, Dolpe
y, Lochie Hart. Ruby
Robbie Harrison, Lillikn
s, Bertha Jones, matY
Edna McReynolds, C,oru*e
1, Jewel Parks, LaNaga
Birdie Parker, Hildred
• Ruth Weeks, Lela
kelford,
Mina Waters,
4iss Erin Montgomery.
tors were Mrs. Electa
is, Mrs. Agnes Maier, and
.nd Mrs. Jack

t Ultressa Textured
Polyester

Learning manners
KUALA LUMPUR (UPI)
Malaysia's bus companies have
been asked by the Transport
Ministry to organize courses on
good manners for their drivers
and conductors. The move followed complaints by passengers.

new is added almost every year.
the latest being a rather sharp-

ange plums in a 2-quart
-ed baking dish. Mix in 2:up sugar, allspice and orjuice. Sift together flour,
g powder, salt and 2 taxms sugar; cut in shorten[1:Id milk and mix to a soft
1. Roll dough % inch thick
top of biking dish. and
over plums; cut vents in
I. Sprinkle with a little
. Bake in a preheated 375e oven for 45 minutes.
warm. Makes 6 servings.
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Washington's Wax Museum Target For Petty Thieves

Pb... 713-Ill? sit 763-11•41

Vow

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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4-oz
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8

ONLY9'
Value
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This Week's TV
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSLX-8

WLAC-5
SUNDAY

Baptist

Networks' New Seasons Begin September 12 With New Shows

Scotts Grove
worship Service

anonymous invitations to a
dow," starring James Stewart to rob border towns (P).
ball schedule, "ABC's Wide see justice done. In "Overture,"
By JACK GAVER
Grace Kelly in a tale about
James Garner is the star of World of Sports"
they are brought together by French Riviera hotel (Pi.
will
be
NEW YORK I UPI)—The tele- and
seen
suspected murder.
NBC's ''Nichols," 9-10. Arizona at various starting times-3, 5
vision networks' 1971-72 season a
Hope's
first
of
seven
new
in this century. Nichols and 6:30—across the
Bob
earl),
begins Sept. 12, and most of
country. It
Army to seek his forthe new programs and holdovers specials for NBC is on from 9 quits the
covers the Southern "500" stock
into
becomtricked
The comedian's support- tune arid is
car race at Darlington, S. C.,
with fresh material will be in- to 10.
WSIX.TV
WLAGTV
W3M-TV
ing cast is all female, including ing sheriff of his native town and the world
Channel 8
Climes! 5
troduced within the week.
invitational high
Channel 4
ranchruthless
a
by
controlled
Coca,
Linda
starOmogene
Oristal,
diving championship at Mon- In the past, a season's
FRIDAY EVENING PROCRAMS
Phyllis Diller, Martha Raye, er Pi.
Dream p0 Janes
treal.
el n
iit=s Wthr.; Sports
has been spread out over two
ers,cWthr.;
tit,
.04
6
CuacS
ifiderofla
etc.
James Franciscus has the "Getting Together" is a new
or three weeks by the networks.
L Professor
Nanny
Interns
/ le Hey Cinderella
Flip Wilson is guest title role in ABC's "Longstreet," ABC situation comedy-withPartrides Family
Headmaster
:30,NAM. ot Game
NBC has a few Stinday pro- Comedian
0
insurblind
a
plays
GIN
That
"Here's Lucy" for CBS 9-10. He
Voile
O
:011 Name of Game
music series, 8-8:30, starring
grams that will not begin until star on
'Teo and SYmPottirOdd Connie . .
:30 Name of Game
V
_
joining Lucille Ball in a ance investigator. In -The Way Bobby Conway as a Hollywood
Love, American Style
Moyle
Sept. 19. A number of estab- at 9,
:011 Wane. Report
illa
Love. American Sty.
Intercepting Fist,'
Movie
V
:NS Strome Report
songwriting team(P)
lished programs will be in new spoof of -Gone With The Wind" Of The
-sosets News. why., moos It jokes a Ilstef
hi-411-00‘0,07Wir..,
to
has
breakup
a
Longstreet
It Takao a Thou
Perry Mason
•el AM Tonight
date and time spot*.
News: Whir.; SeCorts
ring in New Orleans Don (Maxwell Stuart) Adam*
Perry Mason
ABC will offer 22 premieres NBC has a one-hour comedy- jacking
Movie:
and Rupert Crosse are a star10,1;Nis:
Ittehl
1
1
1
"Sky Full of Moon" "No Highway in
during the week, CBS has 20 variety special, "It's a Wacky (Pi
ing
team
in
the
new
NBC
halfThe See"
moire
Ii
World" at 10. A humorous look
The CBS movie at 9 screens hour skein, "The Partners," at
and NBC has 13.
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
starring Paul
''Harper,"
current
topics
at
various
around
1966's
special
about
Mrs.
ABC has a
E. They play police detective
6 :30 Farm dantUSA Summer
Sernelter
in a thriller about a
Summer SalMaSter
Richard Nixon Sunday. CBS the world, employing an inter- Newman
sergeants involved in humorous
hired
to
hunt
for
a
eye
7•
.00 Off, ''Diary
national
cast.
Some
of
the
parprivate
SugS Sunny
Three Snows
covers tennis and football Sunmis-adventures
(P).
:30 Dr Doolittle
Scooby Doo
Norse Shesees
millionaire (P).
:00 Woody Woodpecker Harlem Globetrotters Funky Atlantan
day. Bob Hope's first special of ticipants are Tony Curtis, missing
"Funny Face" is a new 8:30-9
45--OWsury Demi
Hair Bear (Month
Marshall,
CounJaCkson Five
-Owen
Sommer.
ABC's
Tati
and
Elke
Jacques
the season is on NBC Monday.
situation comedy series on CBS
a :so ow., P4 rIk Pantherr Pebbles 11, Bamm Barn Bawlkneel
TUESDAY
selor At Law" begins its regu- starring
7 :30 Barrier Steel
Ar chid s Funmes
v Ile
Highlights all times EDT un-1
Sandy Duncan as a
run
at
10
.00 Take a Giant SNP Sabrina Teenage WitcnCuriosity Shoo
weekly one-hour
less noted; "P" for Premiere). NBC presents a special new lar
:30 Bre.ioos
O
charming,
unpretentious
JosW L Pose cats
girl
Curiosity Shoo
two-hour movie, "The Priest with "Legacy Of Fear." A ten- who works as
lc TV Screen Auditions illaonkees
SUNDAY
!cony Quest
a model in tele:30 TV Screen Auditions You Are There
Lancelot Link,
an ex-con, is charged
ABC at 11:30 am. has a new Killer," at 7:30 that features nis pro,
vision
commercials
while
atSATURDAY
AFTERNOON
(P).
murdering
a
writer
PROGRAMS
half-hour children's program, the characters of two of Its with
tending college )P(.
in Spec*
CBS Cnildren's
American handstand
FRIDAY
lost in Space
12 :00311 Lost
Film Festival
American Bandstand
"Make A Wish," that combines video series—Raymond Burr as
"'The Good Life" on NBC,
on
NBC
at
8
A."
:II Baseball
D.
George
Ken"The
Ironside
and
Community
Center 5 Secret Chtmo
Chief
information and entertainment
8:30-9, is a new comedy series.
I
7/8 Baseball
Eddie Hill
Larry Kam
half-hour series starwhere's Huddles.?
through films, animation, pup- nedy as Sarge, policeman-turned p.m. is a
NBA Hleblishts
With Larry Hagman, Donna
2
111:LITA
Deaf', Valley Mays
Conrad
as
deputy
Robert
Wreshing
seek
to
track
priest.
The
two
ring
pets, music and guests, with
Mills, David Wayne and Hermi.1110 Baseball
S
Oven
Paul Ryan and
:2S Basebatt
Tennis
w'Spret"n&o.....
singer Tom Chapin as host ip). down a psycopath who has mur- district attorney
one Baddeley in the top roles.
A
:SO World Series
Chatmwtanshiga
Harry Morgan as chief deputy
Mk* World of Soorts
:30
of
From 3:30 to 6, CBS will cov- dered three priests.
Gott
The first two play a couple who
U S. Open
Wide World of Sports
"The People Versus
a. Ole
Golf
5 :31
Pitstc43
er play in finals of the U. S. ADC's movie at 8:30 has "The Stafford. In
Aide World of Sports
decide to escape the hectic busiNosnyille Mus, wog, mud,' News
Footbell
evidence must be found
Open tennis championships at Forgotten Man," with Dennis Drake,"
ness world by becoming servSATURDAY
EVENING
murder
PROGRAMS
confession
a
support
Weaver as an escaped POW to
Forest Hills, N. Y.
ants of a wealthy couple (P).
6 :30
le Decisions!
Novara. *Mr . Sisoe/s
MOODS. Slate v
Decisions!
m.ssion I rispossib ie
Grambiine
From 5 to 6:30, NBC covers who returns to find his wife re- that is not acceptable because "Movie Of The Weekend" is
(P).
technicality
eft
10 Decisions!
business
sold
Ids
of
a
married
and
Mission
imoa$s,bl.
Footbati
final holes of the last round of
a new 8:30-10 ABC film pro• :30 Decisions'
Mn ThrJe Sons
Football
Chicago
Teddy
Bears"
-The
as
MI
Peggy
the World Series of Golf at P)
Fliernme
Arnie
Footbeli
gram. First attraction is "The
:38 .1 Son Valley
01
Mary Tyler Moore
Football
half
hour
at
8
that
CBS
begins
its
a
"The
Funny
Side"
is
Alton, Ohio.
MONDAY
Birdmen," with Doug McClure,
:SO Miss America
Mannik
A Bant•
Jones in a series
9 :32
Pseeant
Menne'
Movie.
ABC at 7 has "A Visit With regular weekly run on NBC at stars Dean
Chuck Connors and Richard
_
Miss
ganster
the
Chicago
America
lampooning
and
the
sens;
Will,.;
-WNW
-0004,40
.
00 crow —
5. 45
Country Journal
'The First Lady," one-hour in- 9:30. Host Gene Kelly
Basehart in a drama about a
Movie
'wry Meson
News
cast of five couples take a look era of the 1920's (P).
6:00 Morning Show
2 AM /AIWA; Moyle
Perry Masan
newt; Whir ; Smarts
terview with Mrs. Nixon.
bizarre escape effort by allied
▪ :30 "snioecomich"
Movie;
Movie:
NBC's movie 3:30 - 10:30,
6.30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
The CBS movie at 7:30 at organic foods, exercise and
prisoners of the Germans in
AM 'Avengers
"Lady TAN •
"Once Upon A
12 :31
and
700 Today Show
Bozo
screens 1967's "Guess Who's video commercials about medi- screens the new
World War II (P).
Dead Man," starring Rock Hud8:00
Captain Kangaroo
Coming to Dinner," starring cine
Comedian Dick Van Dyke is
son as a police commissioner back with another situation corn.
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Katharine Hepburn, Spencer
and Sosan Saint James as his
9:00 Dish's Place
TRADE WITH
Tracy and Sidney Poitier in a
WEDNESDAY
edy series on CBS, 9-9:30. "The
rare
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
romance between a white girl "NBC Mystery Movie" at 8:30 wife. Disappearance of a
New Dick Van Dyke Show" has
10:03 Sale of
Dick Van Dyke
Family Affair
and a black dotor)Pl.
has "Murder By The Book," Egyptian sarcophagus at a him playing host of a local tel10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
This is evision talk show in Phoenix,
That Girl
"The Funny Side" is a come- first of an alternating series. charity auction IP).
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
dy-variety special on NBC from "Columbo," in this spot starring prototype of one-hour series, Ariz. (P).
coming
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
Love. American
8 to 9, with Gene Kelly hosting Peter Falk as a detective lieu- "McMillan And Wife,"
NBC's movie at 9 screens
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
this preview of a series that tenant. Jack C-as-sidy plays a up as part of the Wednesday half of "The Alamo," starring
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
Movie"
pack1246
Singing Cony.
starts later in the week. Hu- mystery writer who plans the -NBC Mystery
John Wayne, Richard Widmark
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
12:30
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal
orous look at various aspects of "perfect crime," with his ex- age.
and Laurence Harvey in this
"Service Built Our Business"
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
romance and marriage as inter- partner, played by Martin Mil- David Janssen is the star of tale of the stand of Americans
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A:
TreasStates
1:30 Doctors
"O'HarUnited
Guiding Light
Dating Game
preted by five couples.
ner, as the target (P).
against the Mexicans in San AnNEW OR USED CAR
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
A preseason National Football Shirley MacLaine is the star ury," on CBS 8:30 - 9:30. He tonio in 1836 (1'). (The second
dealing
agent
230 Bright Promise
treasury
plays
a
Edge of Night
One Life
League game on CBS at 9 of ABC's new "Shirley's World
half will be shown Sept. 201.
3:00 Another World
r.kimer Pyle
Password
brings together Philadelphia and on assignment. In "The Berke- with various crimes (P).
From 10 to 11, ABC has ''The
Come-Brides
3:30 Here
Locv Show
Jeff's Collie
Detroit in Philadelphia.
ley Caper," she causes an up- The CBS movie at 9:30 Persuaders," a new comedy-ad4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
The ABC movie at 9 screens roar in London men's club when screens the made-for-television venture series starring Tony
430 Wild, Wild West
the two-hour new "Ovme Mar- she defies tradition to do a job "Terror In 'The Sky," 9:34-11. Curtis and Roger Moore as
5:40
Leif Erickson, Doug McClure jaunty adventurers who like to
COME TO
shall, Counselor At Law," star-(12).
News
Lois Nettleton star in a tale
lipid
as
ring
a
Santa
Arthur Hill
undertakes
his
Quitm
Weather
5:25 News
Barbara lawyer who defends a first video series with ABC's of: efforts to save a plane on
News
News
5:30 News
hippie charged with mur- "The Man And The City." 10-11. which the pilot, copilot and pasyoung
Jeannie
News
JURIST'S KIN GUILTY
6:00 Scene at Six
Deal
dering
a woman. Prototype of a He plays the mayor of a large sengers have been felled by
Lot's Make A
Gunsmoke
6:3tFrom a Bird's
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M.
(P).
poisoning
food
weekly one-hour series with the Southwestern city. In "Hands
Newlywed Game
and 'fry Our
(UPI)—Sterling Foster Black
7:00
Movie
SATURDAY
title
that
bows
same
later
in
is
involved
Gd.
Yr.
Love,"
he
in
the
Of
It
Was-Very
riere's Lucy
Jr.,
20,
of
7:30
Albuquerque,
the
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
in the week.
case of a deaf couple about to "You Are There" is on CBS grandson of
Movie
Mayberry RFD
8:00 Movie
U.S. Supreme
—Country Hams and Steaks
at 12:30 p.m. with an "eyewitMONDAY
lose
their
adopted
son
because
Day
Doris
8:30
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
ness" re-enactment of an his- Court Justice Hugo Black,
The ABC movie at 8:30 gets of their handirap
Newcomers
3:00
pleaded guilty Wednesday to
6a.m.to 10 p.m.,7days a week
toric event.
extended
time
to
11
for
fullNews
THURSDAY
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
possessing dangerous drugs.
schedfootball
J.C. GALLIMORE —
college
ABC's
Cavett
length
screening
of
1954's Alfred "Bearcats!" bows on CBS at
Dick
Movie
10 30 Tonight Show
Sentencing was set for Sept. 27.
Hitchcock thriller, "Rear Win- 8 as a one-hour series starring ule is on a regional basis:FlorRod Taylor and Dennis Cole as LDA, State-Miami at Miami at
freelance adventurers who roam 1:45, Missouri-Air Force at Colthe Southwest in a Stutz Bear- orado Springs at 3:15. Purdue-Ch. 25 WKAS Ashland
Ch.35WKMA Madisonville
cat in search of excitement In Washington at Seattle and TexLos Angeles at 4:45.
Ch.,p3 WKGB Bowling Green
Ch. 313 WKMR Morehead
this episode, they track down a as-UCLA at
the staggered footof
Because
Ch. 21 WKMU Murray-Mayfield Ch 54 WCV N Covington
gang using a stolen Army tank
Ch. 23 WKIT Elizabethtown
Ch. 52 WKON OwentOn
Ch. 35 WKH A Hazard
Ch. 22 WKPI Pikeville '
Ch. 46 WKL E Lexington-Richmond
Ch. 29 WKSO Somerset
Ch • WKM J • vii

6:30
Summer Semester House of Worship
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
World-Tomorrow
7:30 Tommorrow
Penelope Pitstop
8- on
Bible Class
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
3 Stooges
Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 Jambi)
Johnny Quest
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up 8t Live
Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
Bullwinkle
Discovery
10:30 Church Service Faith For Today
Flipper
11:00
Zoorama
Pet Set
1:30 Worship
Face the Nation
Capitol News
12:00 Meet the Press Make Room
Snul of the City
12:30 Newsmakers
Movie
100 Film
T .B.A.
1:30 Baseball
Auto Ractes
Pinpoint
200
2:30
Tennis
3100
1.15
3:30
4:00 Bowling
Golf bourn
4:30 Adam 12
Zoorama
4.45
Reports
Movie
5:00 Comment
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Lassie
Love on a Rooftop
6:00 Scene at Six
6:30 Disneyland
NFL Action
Animal World
700
frBI
Playhouse
730 Red Skelton
Sonny-Cher
800 Bonanza
Movie
Henry VIII
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten News
It Takes A Thief
10:30 Tonight Show Perry Mason
11:00
News
11:30
The lute Show
Movie
12:00

TELEVISION SCHEDULE.

PARKER FORD INC.

Evening worship

Emmanuel Missiona
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7
West Fork

Worship
Evening Worship

)IAorning

6

- First Baptist
Morning Worship
10
7
Evening Worship
Spring creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Nortesiee
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Kirksay Baptist
Morning Worship

Evening Worship

7
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10
Evening Worship
6
942vo tat. cermet miss
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6.3
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7

Cherry corner
Morning worship
Evening worship
Elm Grove
Worship
ing Worship

ning

Salem Baptist
ing'Worship
ing Worship

7

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10

Murray Christian

Worship Services 10:45 a.m

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

ermrcationAt. TeLevinioN

KEINLOCKU

-

MONDAY, SEPT. 13
400 IMAGES & THINGS oR I
ENTATION I. (C)
4 30 IMAGES & THINGS OR I
ENTATION I. (C) (R)
-5,00 SESAUri-STRK14-42.05.
For children. (C) EA WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Images & Things Ori-enta)on I. (C)(R)
630 FOLK GUITAR PLUS: A
n:tw banjo strum: trailing.
The brush strum for the autoharp
7:00 MAKING THINGS GROW
I: The Succulents. Easy 'to
care for and unusual house
plants are the delight of
weekend gardeners (C)
7:31 COMMUNITY HIGH
SCHOOL: Preview program.
000 WORLD PRESS. (C)
9:09 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
—The First Churchills Reconciliation (Cl
MOO BOOK BEAT: "Pike's
reak • by Frank Waters
111:30 PANMED. For health
professionals only
TUESDAY, SEPT. 14
4:00 IMAGES & THINGS ORIENTATION I. (C) (R
4:39 IMAGES & THINGS ORIENTATION I. (C) (RI
500 SESAME STREET 206.
Fc.r children (C)
LIM WINDOW TO THE CLAS
ROOM: Images & Things Opentatron I. (C) (RI
5.45. COMMUNITY

HIGH

SCHOOL: Preview program'
(R1
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN.
Fashion on a budget Ward
robes planned around elegant basics rather than lads
Analyzing individual needs,
life style, figure type, persociality (C)
7:30 800K BEAT. (RI
1101 PERSPCCTIVES ON VIOLENCE. Dr. Charles Frankel
and Dr Howard Zinn debate
the opesiion of Civil Dos:.
obedience (C)

They're more
than shoes.
They're

ALL TIMES ARE
5:00 SESAME STREET 4407.
EASTERN DAYLIGHT
For children. (C)
(C) INDICATES
600 WINDOW TO THE CLASSPROGRAM IS IN COLOR ROOM: Images & Things Ori(R) INDICATES REPEAT entation I. (C) (R)
__11:31-DESIGMING•V110&1114414)-BROADCAST
7:110 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R)
7:30 COMMUNITY HIGH
SCHOOL: Preview program.
(R30:IM THE FRENCH CHEF.
Hamburger Dinner in Half an
Hour. (C)
11:30 BOBOGUIVARI:Titn
Buckley. (C)
9:00 FIRING LINE. (C)
10-00 REALITIES. Prisons
11.00 LAW OF THE LAND.(C)
THURSDAY, SEPT. 164:00 IMAGES & THINGSORIENTAtION.I. (C) (RI
4:30 IMAGES•& THINGS ORIENTATION L IC) (R)
5:00 SESAME STREET #21111.
For children. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Images & Things Orientation I ICl (Ri
6:30 COMMUNITY HIGH
SC MOOL: Preview program.
(R),
740 MAKING THINGS GROW.
(R)
7:33 GET TOGETHER WITH
LAURA. 'A sing a long with
Laura Weber of the Folk
9.00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH Guitar series.
(C)
I:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
9:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA: REVIEW. Four Washington
n intimate portrait .of one
newmen discuss the week's
of America's most respected newsmaking events (C) •
printmakers, Rudy Pozzat
1:31 NET eLAYHOUSE. New
whose work reflects his grow- York Television Theatre, Ten,ng concern for social con- nessee Willtams
Dragon
sciousness (C)
Country." (C)
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEA- 11:00 EVENING AT POPS:
TRE—Tee First - coitOrtrins Sesa Me 'Street Specia I (C)
A Famous, Victory IC)
FRIDAY,'SEPT. 17
11:00 LAW-Of THE LAND. An 4:00 EVENING0AT POPS: Sesinformation series on law for arn*- Street Special
the public (C) 4
5:00 SESAME STREET 4209.
WEDNESDAY,SEPT. 15
for children (Cl
4:00 IMAGES & THINGS ORI- MOTE: TWO MASTERPIECE
ENTATION I. (C)(R)
THEATRE EPtsODES WILL
4:30 IMAGES & THINGS ORI- RE BROADCAST THIS WEEK
ENTATION I. (C)(R)
ONLY.
r

"

itax-Wiar

ICOMMERCIAL

621 So

fit

FE American
Motors
Cain & Trea
Ambassador-Horne
Top Cluai
Five Points

Carroll Ti
YOUR UNI-ROYi
2

Block E

Corvette
BOWLING
1415

AT

iTS

Main Street

CLO

D

JAS

Freed Coth
HEATING

SHEET MET

at Chestnut

Wayne Darnell

Hush
RIPPIr4s

YOUR JOHNSON
Soles, Paris,

service-C'
Bail co

PIE. at Murray

Dunn TV
SALES AN
ADMIRAL

TAPP

118 South 12th

IMe
MITRRIIY,KY.

Murray Li

—City of Murray

SALE

EVERY TUESDAY
Hogs

MAhv JO

1.

Edwin Cain

Ith

This is to advise that City of Murray Taxes
for 1970 are delinquent and the unpaid list
will be published on or about Sept 15, 1971.
After publishing, the list will be given to an
attorney for collection.
This Notice dOes not apply toll* current
1971 taxes that are now payable at the office
of the City Clerk, City Hall BLDG.

THA

A choice Selection or
Vegetable
Fast Service
Hwy. 641 North

NaVy,Rama,Black, Bale

NOTICE

CLEANER

Colonial Hous

For fall, Hush Puppies' opens abrand-new fashion era of bold and
captivating boots. All kinds — from
ankle high to over-the-knee.And,
every style. Boots that lace,strap,zip,
pull-on and hook in almost every
imaginable color. If you should run
across aso-so-boot — it's notfrom •
Hush Puppies
,
.

"MISS AMERICA" contestants representing Michigan,
Indiana and Ohio pose at Atlantic City, N.J. From left.
Linda Susan Kish, Pat Patterson, Laurie Lea -Schaefer.

THE

1105 Pogue -

cii

4

Boone's I

bOu -

WM. E. DODS ,

4
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iymous invitations to
ich Riviera hotel (F.).

SCHEDULE
C.1sennel
PROgRAMS
Dream of Jeonnis
Bunch Visits ABC
Nanny & Professor
f-artridee Fent
That Girl
SymniirhrOdd Cowie
Love, American Style
Love, American Styli
Saorts It 7•••••
thr
it TWA&
Re1:1
In
News7
SPOIls
ii
Movia:
I of Moon" "No Highway In
The Slue'
I

PROGRAMS
wester
nester
Three S
Three ire=
laterottairs
Sun(11

Funky

1tCant

Curiosity Shop
!Orly Quest
Lancelot Link,

)14 PROGRAMS
American Bandstand
yea
Amer Kan Bandstand
enter 5 Secret Chit",
Larry Kane
Odes?
Der's

NSA Nlanstients
ettnlisterta
Wrestting
SOWN °Wiens.

Hide Work"
IN WO W id
Newt

al Soon,
it Soorts
Nide World Of Soorts

Foolish.

PROGRAMS
Shorts
iossaslie

sossieie
Moore

Morn Slate
Grunt:Wine
Football
FOOR111111

as •

a

11

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

g

14
t. L t.I li.

West Fork
liAornirig Worship
Evening Worship

it

,, ,
'
'*

I

.-

•

"Dastinatton
At•ovia

Gob."

rows; Weir; Sports
snoviei
"Nargestliact awe
The

'E WHEN YOU
CH

RD INC.
Iurray, Ky.
LOW PROFIT
Business"
SEE US ON AD CAR

•

•

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 P.M .

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30P•nl•
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

1.1 a.m.
1pm.

11 a.m.
6:30p.m

Palestine Wilted
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unif.d
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
Ilo.m.

Pentecostal
United, 310 rvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7 P.M
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.rriWorship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
lie m,,7:30
p.m.

11 a m
7 p.m

"Morning Worship

11
1

First Christian
worship
,It
Services
10:30a.m., 7
m.

t5..

,F.1

,'

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
RESIDENTIAL

allrii)*(101 suudine.
621 So. 4th

Phone 753-1675

VI.American

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services -11a m , 7p m.
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 - 15a.m.
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9.15a m
Morning Worship
10 - 30a m

nUnited
a , m.
0:
Dexter-Hardin
Worship Service
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

w . • g

lb

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak
Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points

Phone 753-4440

Carroll Tire Service

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

I(-'N.,?oot letzl

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue -

i2

Block E. of S. 12th. Phone 753-1419

.7z-gn

4th and Sycamore
„,

Murray, Kentucky

•

Ph. 753-7793

Colonial
House Smorgasbord
...
A Choice Selection of Relishes. Salads -Meats
'Vegetables and Desserts

-- Fast-Service - Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North

Phone 753-2704

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10:00 am.
930 a.m.
Worship Service

Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Courts

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

of the Following Businesses:

403 Maple

"..
. ,.

comer

Sycamore at 17th

Call in Orders 753-7101

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co.

BOWLING AT ITS BEST — FINE FOOD

753-3892

North 4th St.

DIV.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING

SHEET METAL

AIR CONDITIONING

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

..,..

Phone 753-4432

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

GRAIN DIVISION

Ellis, Mgr.
E. W Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-1220

Palace Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
•

M E. at Murray Bait Co

SALES AND SERVICF
ADMIRAL

TAPPAN

Five

Points

Phone 753-7•97

Phe
on 753-37M

Dunn TV & Appliance
WHIRLPOOL
Phone 753 3037

11a South 12th

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories
N. 12th Extended

Pnone 753-7724

MASSEY-FERGusON SALES AND SERVICE

--mr-......,...w.

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

On Hwy 60 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Ph. 753-7100

MR. a MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
604 S. 4th

—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. /53-7494

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE — MEMBER FDIC
@OGG° hildi

SOO Main - Phone 7533231
Branch Office So. 12th a Story - 733-6655

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES

.PARTS & RENTAL

1.4 Mile West of Kentake State Park
Aurora Road Rt 1 Hardin, Ky 474-2266
-'

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Bel

A, shopping

Murray Muffler Service

um!/4. n

Storey's Food Giant
Center

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

RECAPPING

North 4th St.

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning•Heatirig Commercial Refrigeration

Phone 753-1101

002 Chestnut

Trenholm's Drive-In

•

SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA
.,
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE
Phone 753-2997

& Chestnut

- ., •
..
i.

I

•
,

Commercial and Residential — Sales a Service
Repairs a Installation — Gas a sewer
501 N. 4th
Phone 753 6168

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

a

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PM 753-5334
Hogs tonight daily
WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

MEMBER E.T.D.
SO2 N. 4th St

753-1251

Phone 753-1921

.1

Roberts Realty

II,

HOYT ROBERTS - REALTORS- RAY ROBERTS
Ph. 753-4424

605 Maple St.

Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - Nite 733-1124

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing
-Electric
—,
SALES . SERVICE 1 RENTALS
•
Sales and Service
Typewriters . Adding Machines and
'

Calculators
115 So 4th

Phone

751 1763

Sholar's Auto Repair

lies r11311040

753 5102
-

705 No. 4th Street

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

—FRONT END ALIGNMENT

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
---FIA

.,

,
,.
'

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

S_ n333.7

Shirley Florist

4th Street

The Ledger & Times

w

Murray Livestock Co.

66
,o
,‘,No

Murray Auto Parts
REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED

`WIP'•-•

Phone 753-5012

CLOSED ON SUNDAYtt
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

FISH i. CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs - Fish & Chips
Treafure Chest
Edon or carry out
South 12th • Murray - Ph. 753-5267

•.';I/ '.
. .
•.4.

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning

PHILLIPS

Long John Silvcrs

71:75F

,'iØ

Ph. 753-9999

Hendon's Service Station

BERT. ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
Hivi 641 S. (Hazel Hwy.)
Ph. 753-7150

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

12th

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store

. SERVICE

Hwv.M - 1 Mi. E. Murray- Ph. 753-6405

.

Service-Comte Boating Supplies
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

/It

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
Holmes

0th at Chestnut

Allied -Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots a nd
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing

Tires-Batteries a Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

Phone 753-2202

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Wells Electric

Ph. 753-0119

1%.0 R4010.914CK

Distributing Gulf Procibcts
1415 Main Street

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6061

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

SALES
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

IS c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

CHILI

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

510 W. Main

HAMBURGERS

.....wir4

Beal's

Fetish Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Dalt./ - Banquet Room Facilities to
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
So. Side Manor Shopping

MAYTAG

Phone 753-1713

Southside Restaurant

Ph. 753-5209

Stadium Chili
411*

Kentilekil Pia ekiektig Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobilo Homes

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

BRAND SHOES

Other
Denominations

Mayfield Hwy. 121

'COMMERCIAL

pies

Liberty Cumberland
10. rn
Sunday School
11 a m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m , 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
Church School
9 30. m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8a m , 11 a m , 4 30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30a m
Bible Lecture
9 30 a.m

11 a.m

ji.,,,,
.
-,,..
-. -iik
,. •,„At.,
.4*.
onswinet_ . ......----- ' if\
'......-...........7.:
FICY
g V'% 6 6-ewwwwww
a .-....v-Z4.33.333:43:010C-Cf.:07.4.43..C.CikACCII.V.71.
.-...•".........—
-....,.......

'

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Presbyterian

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 afn. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m. 2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

Christian

.•F =

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:10P.I71•
'Seventh& Poplar
Worship Service
10:40 a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.M.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
PISSOft. Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
ap.m•

Temple Hill United
10 a.m
Moraine Worship
Sunday School
11 a.m
First Methodist
Worship
8 AS a 10:50a.m
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 rim
evening Worship
7:15p.m.

-Boone's Incorporated

ens a
bold and
5 — from
e. And,
!, strap, zip,
every
ould run
not from

1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9 XI a m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd Sunday,
9 30 a.m 4th Sunday
Kirks's, United
Morningl4hip
11 00 a.m .
Evening
ip
7 00p m
Coldwater United
Church School
10 00
Worship Service
11 00

Jes

What better way to improve the
potentials that we have than through educationl
Learning increases our natural abilities, and the
rewards are obvious. What will you do with the
abilities that God has given you? Will you
hide them or will you seek
,to expand them?
To Hide or Seek? Which will you do?

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
sr/ening Worship

Bethel United
Worship ServICIIPS at 11 a.m.

Considering the parable of the talents found
in Matthew 25:14-30, we discover that the
man who hides
his abilities often ends up losing them. But the
man
who seeks to improve himself is often rewarded with
all the glories that come with hard work.

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30P.rn.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p m.

11 a m
7p m.

South Pleasnt Grey*
Morning Worship
10:45a m
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Good Stietalierd United
Worship Service
9:30a m.
Sunday School
10 - 30a m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship service.: at 9 30a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 am.
3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m 4th
Sunday.

O'od has given each of us certain abilities, certain
talents.
Perhaps some have received more than others, but no
one
has been left out. What we do with these is up to
us. We
can hide them or we can seek to develop them.

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
1100

Kirksity Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Cherry Cornier
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Service
11 a.m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
lie m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

10 30,m
6 00 p.m.

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

Fa Milo mamma KINN eli year heart k also"
—41111"141

:
4";:#424:.*::42
1 C.C.C.COCCIClineXCIOCIDOX

'n Cooking?

tks
lomemade Pizza
Lays a week
RE —

New Providence
Morning Worship
Ilam
Evening Worship
6 30p m

,Ismarisim

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7p.m.

CAFE

Chilich Of Christ

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
630p.m.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

I iteft

investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
1100 an,
Evening worship
7:30p.m.

Footbali
Football
Atlanta
Movie,

Sports
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Jackson Fly*
lamm-Sont Bewitched
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Baptist

;hows

jpgaft$

*'AGE SEVEN

Maple St.
403
-

Murray, Kentucky

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE

—MOTOR TUNE UPS
—AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

The Busitwarnan'i Choice For Fine
Printing

nit

So 7th

East Main Street

753-1/S1
_

Phone 753-3540
a

1
119

.rr•rc at'

a 1 f 2 1,41..1f. 4, • )
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ttnitrtr tirlrestied for 'The
and in each instance the direc- ing—
Tapes.' I told him I

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES _-tslt liKAY,

PAGE EIGHT
NEWSMAN ACCREDITED
(UPI)—The
WASHINGTON
underground press has gained a
towhold in the Congressional
press corps with the admission
of Thomas K. Forcade, a
representative of the Underground Press Syndicate, to the
House and Senate press galleries.
Forcade's application was
By BRUCE COOK
approved Wednesday by a 3-to-2
LOGAN, Utah (UPI),.- Forvote of the standing committee
mer school teacher Sandy
of correspondents which super- Duncan, 22, calls herself the
vises the galleries.
waterboy of the Utah State
University campus.
- She's- the only female ever
Step into the
hired as a USU groundskeeper
rful
Wonde
and one of her duties is to get
the sprinkler system going at 6
a.m. daily.
"I took the job Jan a dare,
says Miss Duncan,-VVIO hails
of the
from Cheyenne, Wyo.
"I worked in a corner grocery just off campus and some
of the, men on the grounds
DAYTONA BEACH crew started kidding me about
applying for a job with them."
\
Tkey never thought she'd
do it, but in the spring of 1970
she applied for and got the job'
Bring your lighthearted spirit .. we and walked into the campus
supply everything else to romp or greenhouse where the restof
rest by the sparkling sea'
the crew had gathered before
•All rooms & suites are
the day's work.
private
have
and
oceanfront
"The minute I crossed the
balconies
th;eshhold all heads turned and
• 2 Olympic pools,
the silence fell so thick you
1100 ft. of private beach
could have cut it," she said.
"The silent treatment lasted
•Colo: TV, phones, room service
for two or three weeks, then a
• Air conditioned & heated
men started being friendly
• Dining room, lounge. coffee shop few
privately, but as a group they
410 Golf 5 Tennis privileges
weren't too accepting."
Gradually, she broke the ice
• 9 hole putting green
the rest of them and
with
baby
,
shuffleboard
room,
• Game
became a full-fledged member
sifter service
of the waterirtg crew - "an
• Planned entertainment
irrigation engineer," as she put

The Naked Tru

Girl groundskeeper

lasts Some Theories

Another malefort Cannon
falls to dimpled doll

FLORIDA
WORLD
Voy ager BmioATcri

• Across from shopping center.
bowling, theatre

it.

Miss Duncan, a dimpled,• gear Jai Alai, Dog Racing.
graduate of Northern
smiling
Auto Racing
Colorado University at Greeley
• Great deep sea fishing
and a former French teacher in
Write for fmt. bradawl, rates. the Cheyenne school system,
says students at Utah State
Credit cards hoiroret
frequently ask her if she's a
Club,
Olsen
Express.
American
member of the women's liberat Amoricanl. Master Charge ation movement.
wee
"Hell, no," is her reply.
"I figure I can do anything I

By ARMY ARCHER')

have people stare."
Quit teaching
Miss Duncan (pit teaching
because "011ie liess6cAs are too
structured."
She also left the grounds
crew for a while and took a job
with the Weber County Welfare
Office at Ogden, Utah. but it
didn't last long.
"I couldn't work there any
more under the pretense of
helping people. It is frightening
to see the welfare workers
manipulate and rule these welfare clients - making them so
humble that they lose all dignity...
S-he got her watering job
back and says she's been happy
ever since.
Now under a one-year contract at the university, Miss
Duncan is undecided about her
future but has been thinking
about the concept of teaching
awareness through films.
"We'd take everyday happenings and put them all together for meaning. The students make their own films,"
she explained.
"This is what I want to do
eventually,- she said.
(EDITORS: This dispatch
on woman groundskeeper will
be illustrated to UPI Telephoto
and Unifax subscribers)

tor has acceded and ended up Anderson
he could check with
photographing me in those hadn't and
he didn't believe me,"
if
Lumet
may
It
cover.
some
with
scenes
concluded.
have appeared as though I were Dyan
Cannon, who filmed in
Miss
much
that's
think
I
d
nude—An
"Bob & Etc.,"
succession
quick
s-glamorou
and
more exciting
Wives," "The Ander"Doctors'
not
I'm
been.
have
"Styles change in sex ap- but I never
"The Love Mawho do nude son Tapes,"
peal," she allowed, "What is criticizing those
Burglars" and now
"The
chine"
actor
or
actress
popular In this respect one year scenes. Each
seems to
individual "Such Good Friends,"
is out of favor the next. How- has to (some to an
proving her
problem
no
have
Just
It's
matter.
ever, the records show that decision on this
POIg"t•-sut her own glamor.
glamor goes on forever. Sex ap- not for me."• • •
And that's the naked truth, you
peal is only.. a very small facet
pardon the expression.
should
An"I KNOW that in "The
of glamor. Mind you, sex appeal
in
scene
is an important asset to an ac- demon Tapes' there is a
be nude, at
tress. However, it Is a transi- which I seem to
Now Yea Know
I can astory claim to fame by itself. I least from the rear.
and I credit By United Press International
wasn't
I
you
sure
a
purely
is
appeal
sex
think
Franklin ruler Charles Martel
Glamor my director, Sidney Lumet,
qualit y.
physical
photo- defeated 90,000 Moors at Tours,
springs from within a person with the ingenuity to
to make it
and so also has spiritual and graph that scene
France, in 732 ending the
appear so, In fact, Preminger
intellectual basis."
penetration of Western
deepest
used that scene to try to
• • •
Moslems.
persuade me to do a nude scene Europe by
WHAT ABOUT nudity for in 'Such Good Friends,' insistsex appeal?
"As most actresses have had
to do in today's picture naarket,
I've had to come to a decision
about whether or not I would
appear in the nude on the
.screen, even if the scene supposedly is 'justified' for artistic

Central Press Aasociation
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — Forget the
youth kick in films, says Dyan
Cannon, who is not exactly
retaking about.
"Glamor isn't limited to extreme youth," she smiled. "Sure
we're on a great youth kick
now, but this, too, shall pass.
The great Sarah Bernhardt retained the quality of glamor
through very old age and she
remained a bright star of the
theater until she died. The same
is true of Duse, who never was
alluring in the conventional
sense. however, Duse retained
he,r fascination even when her
hair had become white and she
was playing aged roles."
Dyan believes that screen actresses who possess true glamor
have professional longevity as
Well. The Oscar nominee ("Bob
& Carol & Ted & Alice" in
19701 observed many other
stars wax and wane and she
has theories on why some survive professionally and others
vanish after a brief span on
movie marquees.
• . •
"INGRID BERGMAN, for example, is as entrancing today 88
when she first came to this
country to make films," said
Dyan. "And Joan Crawford is
as wonderful and potently attractive as when she first became a star. And what about

Greta Garbo's allure? If she
made a film today, she'd be
hugh boxoffice."
She also Is certain that Marlene Dietrich is as marvelous
and exciting as when she first
became a star in "The Blue
Angel." I told her a top producer recently had asked me to
help him induce Claudette Colbert to come out of retirement
for a lead role. They're always
trying to get Mae West to
agree to do a film, I also reminded,

-

TRACTOR PULL

reasons or important as a story
point.
"I decided I won't.
"This decision goes back all
the way to 'Bob & Carol &
Ted & Alice.' Both Natalie
(Wow!, and I refused -- although it's amusing to me that
Bob Culp and Elliott Gotild
were quite willing to do the
final scene nude.
"And it has been a neverending battle since, for every
picture in which I've appeared
has called for at least one nude
scene. I've refused to do them,

September 11, 1971
— 7:00 P.M. —
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Wall Street
Chatter

NEW YORK (UP!)—Whlis
market should slow down
Its too rapid pace ol the kits
August &civic:ice, its action,
together with the fact that next
year Is an election year and the
seems on tbe way,
that this Is still a bull
Upham & Co.
Harris,
market,
an
joining
without
want to
says.
organization.
The firm notes while there
"People area necessarilv
being rude when they stare at might not be such a thing as
me as I run about campus on averages, "every once in a
BEACH MOTEL
my scooter turning water on while a dramatic piece of
and off.
as Preakient
Inews" such
Voyager Beach Motel Oceanfront Resort
"When a person puts him- INixon's Aug. 15 speech an2424 N. Atlantic Ave., Dept
i! self in a position of being nouncing his economic policy
Daytona leach Florida
different, he must he ready to Ichanges, "causes a sharp
Name
have others be astonished; for reversal of sentiment and a
Address
esainple, when a guy grows his spurt in the market as
Stet __op
C
hair long he has to expect to investors rush to buy in
MINII=1.01
of their renewed
and as aborts run to

°gager

104 NORTH 15Th STREET
We at Westakle would like to take this opportunity to
welcome back all students, faculty and personnel of Murray
University. We also wish to thank the local people of Murray
for their business over the past 10 years. Our shop offers any
and all types of hair grooming including:
RAZOR CUTS
and
HAIR STYLING
We use andgtighly recommend R.K. Product, designed for
today's dry natural look.
Twenty five parking spaces are at the back of our building for
your convenience.
Working at Westside are
DON KELL WALTER WYATT,
FRED GARLAND, BILL PAGE
and
PORTER ROBERT SW ADM
No appottrnent is necessary. Your business Is sincerely
appreciated.
Bill Page
Owner and Manager

Murray
Flying
Service
to Hold

Private Pilot Flight Course
Murray State University

Held At
Applied Science Bldg., Room S101

First Meeting To Be Held
SEPTEMBER 13th - MONDAY, 7 p.m."
Course Will include film and lecture on the
following subjects: • THEORY OF FLIGHT
• RADIO NAVIGATION • METOROLOGY
COMPUTOR
• FEDERAL AVIATION • FLIGHT
• NAVIGATION
REGULATIONS
Price is NOV per person -wife or girlfriend may attend
for us price.

Murray Flying Service
— 489-2414 —

The Alexander Hamilton Institute believes that despite the
downward trend the stock
market showed early last week,
the basic trend is still upward.
-Cyclical issues should continue to be favored," the firm
advises.
"Currently, we are passing
through the first stage of a bull
market, with institutional investors cautiously expanding their
portfolios and blue chip stocks
making a strong comeback."
The firm believes with "the
second stage forming, we
should see the little fellows
making their moves, and some
vigorous activity in more
speculative issues."
PANTHERS TO MOVE?
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI1—
"My congratulations to Atlanta," Police Chief Charles Gain
of Oakland said wryly Wednesday after the Black Panthers
announced they may move their
headquarters to the Georgia
city,
Gain said he "wholeheartedly" agrees with Panther leader
Huey P. Newton that the black
militant group would be better
off elsewhere. Its leaving
"would be very propitioui for
Oakland," the chief added
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COMPARE THIS
QUALITY AT
THESE PRICES

WESTSIDE BARBER SHOP
The Holt Investment Advisory
recommends for the first time
In its history, that a portion—
roughly 25 per cent—of funds
be deployed in selling short.
The firm believes "this strategy is far more conservative
snow than buying or holding
even" many institutional favorites.
"Many investors have the
impression that buying the
stock of a solid company is
prudent and coniservaive," the
firm says 'This is a myth."
The fact is, the firm says,
"even the stock of a wellmanaged, rapidly growing company can be over priced. Besides
financial progress, a stock's
quotation is affected by many
other factors. Investors' sentiment, monetary flow, and the
market's technical condition are
some of them. Right now, these
forces are uniformly negative."

RETURN TO ACTIO
bombarded by Sou
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Size 6 00-13
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Trade-1n

SILVERTOWN 660

Size

600-13

Price
821 50.

. 6.50-13 .. .22_45
24 85
(78.14
26 30
F78-14

• Made of rugged-Dynacor rayon-cord
• Good mileage plus a smooth ride
• Road-hugging 5-rib tread design

Sale

Price
814.811
16-SS
18.811
20.68
2348

28 75
31 55
26.88
2448
29 45
26.88
32 30
H78-16
Whitewalls 53 00 more per tire
G78-14
H78.14
G78-15

HURRY! THIS OFFER ENDS SOON!

Federal
Excise

Tax
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232
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)3 WAYS TO PAY>-

MASTER CHARGE.)
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SILVERTOWN
CUSTOM

SILVERTOWN
BELTED WIDE
• Polyester Cord-Fiberglass
'"
Belted cons'-ution

• Rugged 4 -ply nylon cord • Wide,
"71' Series•121 wider tread•9%
deeper tread

AS LOW AS

(Caaisiiiison, based

'24m

on our lens etrier)

• Wide, "70" Series tire for
today's high performance cars

Whitewall size 1E-71 X 14
plus 42.37 F.E.T.

411111111101111ingssanz/mr

Distaste
Proced es shown et I F Goodocti $tores compeatiereety priced al S F Goodrich

Master Tire Service, Inc.

flu
IJPISIP/Sr
RAMA/ TUE
POOPIJI

Coldwater Road at Five Points
Phone 753-3164

Murray, Kentucky
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B F Goodrich
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rtrtr undressed for The
ion Tapes.' I told him I
and he could check with
if he didn't believe me,''
:oncluded.
Cannon, who filmed in
succession "Bob & Etc.,"
rs' Wives," "The Ander'apes," "The Love Ma"The Burglars" and now
Good Friends," seems to
no problem proving her
ntseat her own glamor.
iat's the naked truth, you
pardon the expression.
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died Press International
kiln ruler Charles Martel
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Wedding is 'original',
but is-it legal?
By Abigail Van Buren

PULL
1971
I,I P.M.

—
County
ids

!E MONEY

DEAR ABBY: My daughter recently
became engaged.
She told me that she and her fiance
have decided to have one
of those "natural" weddings—the
outdoor type where everything is informal,
sh

RETURN TO ACTION—Suspected enemy positions are
bombarded by South Vietnamese artillery from re-opened Fire Support Base Vandegrift 10 miles north'east of Khe Sanh as some 20,000 ARVN troops launch

Ississippi's Gulf Coast Bounces Back
kazingly After Hurricane Camille Blow
By ALVIN KRIEG
tral Press Association
. .
Correspondent
FPORT, Miss.—It's been
a spell, and she didn't stay
but 'round these parts
I never forget Camille —
tor with the deceptivelyname applied to her by
urricane-labeling system
Weather Bureau.
bly one of the fiercest
st
ever to enter the United
mainland, Camille left
Mg death and destruction
d her. But only two short
later, Mississippi's Gulf
today presents a drapicture of the virtual re•
of an entire region.
the morning of Aug. 18,
much of the coastal area
Florida to Louisiana lay
in. ins. Weather instruments
w*Ii shattered, so many stas are estimates. But wind
hit 200 miles an hour;
hies- water marks reached 31
f
above high tide, 50 per cent
hi
r than ever before.
ere were 250 dead, and
rty damage totalled a billion - and - a - half dollars. Six
thousand homes were destroyed,
six. times as many other damaged. But the Nome alone
doiet tell the wboler,sittory..Nor
does a review of the numerous
rds. such as the bulky "Ca-
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EVERYONE in the area was
affected one way or another.'
Those who escaped the tragedy
of death or injury in their families experienced hardship, discomfort, loss of treasured perpossessions. Highways
sonal
were out, bridges gone. Vast
sections were without power,
water, telephones. Churches.
landmark buildings lay in rubble. Business and industry were
crippled.
There's been a lot said and
much written about "THE Hurri-Kin" and its aftermath. This
correspondent, fond of the area
from past visits and recalling
the enormity of the destruction,
came down'to see for himself.
He obtained an over-all perspective by the panoramic view
fraft atop the Hancock Bank
Building, one of Gulfport's tallest structures--and by driving
along the famous Coastal Highway, Route 90, especially the
hardest-hit stretch from Biloxi,
10 miles to the east, back
through Gulfport and west to
nearby Long Beach and Pass
Christian.
The perspective was of a
bustling, thriving, business-asusual atmosphere. The banana
boats unload as before. Fishing
fleets are busy. Where three
ocean vessels were washed
ashore, where acres were covered by tins of canned catfoo<i
from a demolished cannery, a
motor train carries chattering
tourists. A crowd aselittai the
Camille did thisl The roofs of
e e restdencei in Biloxi, Mess ,
next trip.
remain intact but the interiors lie scattered all over the
street The
• •
•
hurricani whipped through houses without dismantling
exteriors.
THERE are four new supermotels; tourism is big business
Most striking of all is the new
construction everywhere.
Robert P. (Bob) McHugh, associate editor of the newspaper
serving the coastal area, has

Whatif
you lost your job
tomorrow?
Things m,t he going pretty good
now. But you never know what tomorrow will bring.
Suppose it's unemployment. How
Vitt you -1117F?
NVhat will you use to tide the family
over while you look? Excuses?
Let's hope you never have to find
out. But just in case, why not start
saving now, while you have a 'job.Join the Payroll Savings Plan where
you work and buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
It's an easy way to build a nest egg.
And now there's a bonus interest
'rate on all U.S.-Savings Bonds-for
F. Bonds, 5W/, when held to maturity.of 5. years, 10 months (4( the
first Year). That extra W,7
(
1, payable
as a bonus -at maturity, applies to all
Bonds issued since June 1., )970...
with a comparable improvement for
all older Bonds.
With any luck
'all your emergency fund may become a vacation,
a college education, or a happy
,tetitement.

.

wall size 700 X 13
los $1.95 F.E.T.
xmi it 9 F

She and her fiance are making up their own
wedding
service. I've never heard of this before What's the
matter
with the traditional marriage ceremony? She said
they're
using parts of the Old Testament, quotes from
Shakespeare,
and the lines of some popular songs in their service!
They
are being married by a minister, thank God.
I think they are getting too far out, Abby. Will this
type
of service be considered legal? Should I interfere,
or should
I let them [as they say) "do their thing?"
OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER

a new offensive in the rugged northwest cora?'of
South Vietnam. American artillery units have returned
to support bases below the DMZ to back up the South
Vietnamese operation.
(Radiophoto)

sERILS ,

sm.w
—

&Inds are safe. if
stolen, oe desernyed,
we replace thesn When needed. they can he
cashed as, your bank Tom mar be deferred
unnl redernpnon And al.*)
,ren
,
rokn't.
Bonds in a proud grey no save

Take stock in America.
Noweionds pay a bonus at maturity.

INN

DEAR MOTHER: Let them do their thing. Their minister will guide them to be sore it's 'legal."

DEAR ABBY: Your advice to the mother who was disappointed at finding birth control pills in the purses of her
daughters, ages 19 and 21, was the worst I've read yet.
You are doing these girls a terrible injustice by assuming that because they take birth control pills they have already tnade their decision to engage in premarital sex.
Birth control pills are prescribed for many reasons: to
relieve cramps, regulate the menstrual cycle and to clear
up acne. Ask any doctor!
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: I am aware of the many uses
for birth control pills, but it is highly unlikely that these sisters, living at home, would have "medical problems" of
which their mother was not aware. It's possible, of coarse,
but not probable.
DEAR ABBY: You devoted a whole column to vasectomies, but there wasn't one mention of the fact that this
operation CAN be reversed. It is not always possible, but according to my doctor, 80 per cent success has been reported.
Six years ago, after the birth of our second child, I had a
vasectomy because my wife and I felt that two children were
all we could afford to raise properly. Our younger child
died in infancy and we wanted another so my doctor performed a "reverse" operation on me and now we are looking
forward to becoming parents again.
Please print this for those who think if a man once has a

RING TALE--Climaxing the end of a school for firemen,
Monroe, Wis., firemen exploded a gasoline drum and up
went this smoke ring, maybe the world's biggest,
vasectomy he can never again father a child.
BEEN THRU IT
DEAR BEEN: Thanks for wilting. Many others have
written to say they have been thro it, too.
DEAR ABBY: When "ON THE ROAD IN INDIANA" is
investigating roadside picnic areas for pet "souvenirs," I
hope she has a sack big enough to pick up the "souvenirs"
left by the two-legged dogs who have no regard for public
property, i. e., beverage cans, cigaret butts, garbage, paper,
etc.
We travel with two Kerry Blue terriers and a Gibbon
ape, and wherever we go we are surrounded by smiling peopie who enjoy seeing our menagerie. And we always clean
up after both kinds of dogs. Sign me . .. "On the road in
behalf of .
"MICKEY, KIM AND HONEY"

THE CRAFT HOUSE
NEW CRAFTS have just arrived!
Come In and See About Lessons in

Decoupage, Paper Tole
And Other New Crafts
602 S. 12th

Phone 753-9384

34
reassuring words
about used cars
from your
Volkswagen dealer

vivid retoTiedtions of the storm
and the period since—both as a
professional newsman and personally. His paper, the Daily
Herald, attracted national attention by not missing a day of
publication because of hurricane
Camille.
• • •
"AS I LOOK back on it all,"
McHugh said, "One thing that
stands out in my mind is the
demonstration this has been -of
the great resilience of the human spirit. The courage of the
people all ..along the coast to
come back after literally being
knocked out—that's truly twen
an inspiration."_,
McHugh leaded the new,
team which stayed on the job
In the wearying days and r'
after Camille hit. He
his copy to the State-Re'
Columbia, S.C., which h,»i .
chtrsed the Herald a veal
her. For four days the
paper's editions were prit,!,
in Columbia and flown' Kul,
here for distribution to newsstarved communities. Today the
newspaper has a new $2 million
showcase plant, and its cirr'll-l tion is pushing 37,000.
The new home into
McHugh and his family
about to move was de,-ti ,
But like most others, he do.
talk about how the stout!.
him personally. He and 1-11,n)
others spoke of the "terrili,
by the Red Cross," the
tion on the part of the )-;•
Business Administration. in,
work by the Seabees. Ti" genera.1 comment La that h ;Ind
large the insurance
have done a finn job.
• • •
IS INDUSTRY chary ,ihout
expansion here? Far from it

100%
GUARANTEED
THE VOLKSWAGEN WAY
to redo, or repiuce the wirga
(
*The amiss ssiom.i..,
fre11511161ienr • broke System • rent Dole • froqt oxle assemb.,.
electrical systemic,Xi days or 1000m4es.whichevel cornesArsi
IOC r

V 8
1970 CHEVELLE 2 door tiardtup-yellow,
automatic, mag wheels, factory air-double power—
vinyl top.
•
1969 PONTIAC GTO— 2 door hardtop-double power.
factory air—mag wheels—new car trade in-Black-Red
interior.
1969 PONTIAC GTO— 2 door hardtop-blue-double
power extra clean.
1969 CHEVROLET IMPALA— 2 door hardtop-blueblack vinyl top-double power-factory air-new car
trade in one owner.
1969 CHEVROLET EL CAMINO—Burgundy-black
interior-4 speed-air condition-local car.
1969 CHEVROLET IMPALA-2 door hardtop-green—
black vinyl top-3 speed on column-factory air one
owner.
1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA—convertible-blue with
black top-4 speed 377-new car trade in.

Dee Hamilton, vice presidont of
the Hancock Bank, largest state
hank in Mississippi, said that on
the contrary there has been a
great deal of industrial expire
skin. He took this writer on a
tour of the industrial seaway
sector, a few miles north of the
coastline, where a half dozen
new plants are rising. Jack I.
Joyner, plant manager at one
the $9 million facility of Fruehaufs
Division, which
will produce container cranes
and similar equipment and wllV
employ 700 men„ told of the fine
'co-operation official bodies and
private business instal dions
Wave extended new Indust' y

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA SUPER SPORT—yellowblack vinyl top-console shift-clean.
1968 PONTIAC TEMPEST—red-black vinyl top-black
Interior-double power.
1968 OLDS CUTLASS yellow 2 door hardtop- black
vinyl top-double power.
Many good used VW's to choose from with 100 percent
guarantee

1967 BUICK LE SABRE-2 door hardtop-green-black
vinyl top-double power-factory air.
1967 MERCURY COUGAR— 2 door hardtop-V8
automatic-green-black vinyl top-double power.
1967 CAMERO CONVERTIBLE—V8 automatic-power
steering-blue-black top.
1967 CAMERO—Gold-black top- 3 speed.
1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA-4 door sedan-double
power-turquois-black vinyl top.
1966 CADILLAC--4 door sedan-white-black vinyl toploaded with accessories.
1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA-2 door hardtop-black
red interior-3 speed on column.
1968 PONTIAC TEMPEST-2 door sedan-6 cylinder
automatic.
1968 FORD FAIRLANE—blue-3 speed on column-air
condition.
1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST-2 door sedan-double
power-burgundy-black interior

Fr. FIBERGLASS BOAT & 40 H.P. Motor with
trailer Special-$395.00.
6-1971 VW DEMONSTRATORS must be sold this
month.

16

See any one of these courteous salesmen for a 100
percent guaranteed used car buy— Bill Reaves - Ed
Carroll - Tommy Carroll.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
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The Deep-in-Debt American
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Geysers May Spout Clue
WASHINGTON, Sept. 8. — (UPI) — The Ational
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration suggested
Wednesday that geysers may tx earthquake forecasters.
It reported findings by a NOAA research scientist,
Dr. John S. Rinehart, that the frequency of geyser
eruptions is linked to the buildup of stresses which cause
quakes.
Rinehart studied records of geysers, including Yellowstone Park's Old Faithful.
He found that as strains accumulate, the time interval between geyser eruptions decreases. Once the stress.
es are relieved, as by a quake, the interval increases.
In the case of Old Faithful, the interval gradually
decreased from 1961 through 1963, after which there was
an abrupt lengthening of the period between eruptions.
This was believed to be associated with the Alaskan
earthquake of March 28, 1984, NOAA said.
The geyser's behavior before and after Yellowstone's
Bebgen Lake Quake of Aug. 17, 1959, was similar.
Scientists have long been searching for rehable
quake prediction methods. "The patterns reported by
Rinehart," NOAA said, "suggest that geysers are natural
Instruments for detecting the strain episodes associated
with earthquake activity."

•

Foresee 200,000 Bankruptcies This Year
By GROVER *JUNKMAN
BERKELEY, Calif. --- Berkeley's School of Law here is authority for the statement that
netie than 200,000 Americans
will take the bankruptcy route
before 1971 is over.
The number of individuals, as
opposed to businesses, filing for
bankruptcy has reached "alarming" proportions. So says another authoritative source, the
New York Times.
Last year, for instance, 178,202 people went bankrupt in
in San Francisco Bay,
overly-rich America. This is 10
WHAT THE DOCK DISORDERED—Freighters lie at anchui
July 1.
times the number of business
waiting for the Longshoremen's strike to end. It began
failures.
Why? First, it is an "easy
WYATT SIDELINED
out." There is no moral
UPI)—Levi way
PITTSBURGH
stigma attached to going bankWyatt, the Pittsburgh Condors rupt any more.
No. 2 draft choice, has a rare
People who take the bankrupt
form of tuberculosis and will be route are not innocent victims
sidelined for the entire 1971-72 of misfortune, but most are slick
financial operators.
season.
Let's cite an example: Your
salary is $10,000. Your living
SERVICES HELD
expenses are over WO monthLOS ANGELES (UPI)
ly, and you have another $300
Funeral services for George plus for debt payments, medical
Edward Tafton, a college and bills, et cetera.
• • •
pro football player and coach
SIMPLE arithmetic shows you
for 35 years, will be held
debt
Monday. Tafton, 74, played for are sinking deeper into
each month, a prime prospect
Knute
under
Dame
Notre
for personal bankruptcy. EcoRockne and the Chicago Bears. nomics has a rule - of - thumb
theory that if you can't pay off
your debts (mortgages exceptAdtiiiii:
IMO
filth,
fifth
A
AA
it
AA
A
Willi
ft
It
itititl
it
ft
A
AA
Aft
A
s: ed) within two or three years,
:tititiiiiititiAlthititith WA Alit it ititititititithitiAtiti AA A A A A it it it it ititill ti
:E
you're well on the bankrupt
:s
*
route.
.=
Second, the weakened state
of the U.S. economy at the moment has left many middle-class
people with more credit than
they can liquidate. Suddenly income lessens but installment
payments roll on just the same,
must be met, or else,
One other thing: people are
=. more
educated and sophisticated
=. today, and they shrug off bankruptcy as a necessary squeezeplay in order to start all over
again, with no thought af moral
stigma, which was the case with
Lig
their fathers.
What does personal bankruptcy entail?
• It doesn't take everything,
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Broasted Chicken Dinner

Includes 4.2 Chicken, Broasted Potato, Cole Slaw, Rolls, Butter & Honey
Also Serving Ky. Catfish, Seafoods, Steaks and Country Ham

Cypress Springs Restaurant

5.1

(Closed on Tuesdays)

Phone 436-5496

New Concord, Ky.
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even. the doormat, as one might
suppose. All of us have a constitutionally - guaranteed right
that, hopelessly mired financially, we may clean the slate and
start afresh.
• • •
TO ASSUME bankruptcy, one
flits a statement in federal
court declaring his debts and
assets. The court appoints a
referee to decide just how much
of the person's assets to distribute among his creditors. The
bankrupt person is then declared absolved of- all --financial
obligations that existed at the
time of filing. His creditors are
the jokers: they assume the
losses, whether they like it or
not.
The Procedure is so painless
•that a growing number of people have made a career of "big
spending, little payment," then
take the bankrupt route. The
same route can even be repeated at six-year intervals
The bankrupt family is very
seldom moved out into the
street. The law permits them to
keep most of the things needed
to live in quiet dignity. That
means your income (which is
not attachable once you have
made the bankruptcy plunge,
your home, household furnishings, car, pensions and even a
savings account up to $1,000 is
not touched. The property you
are allowed to keep, however,
Varies from state tb--Skte.
In California, for instance,
referees in bankruptcy will assure you that a man can take

4

rl

4

These verses constitute
epistle, and they are
preceding chapters as to
justification through H
knowledge are unfatho
of the human family hay
and illimitable love. Bo
our comprehension and
knowing that all that
thoughts, intentions,- a
known if He had not reve
upon and related to them
unless the Spirit of God
preciated until and unle
who have spiritual • I
produced by Him. They
made available through
'to bring glory to His hol
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Super exciting is this dress from Nardis,
WRONG NUMBER — YePremier Lt. Gen.
Hassan Al Amri, shown at
his desk in San'a, resigned
after killing a photographer in an argument that
i their tele.
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phone lines became crossed.
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Isaiah 40 is a
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understanding of His th
be compressed into our
transcendent glory ins
pending knowledge of
.1.
devotion to, and

release fr
2 proaching
restoration of their belo
grace and love, and ac
and He was still their
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power of God, the crea
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4
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•
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N,„ universe.
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Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

GOD TRAN

Stowe of Justice
Is she shedding a tear?

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

•

By Dr. H. C. C

*

THE 1972
DATSUNS.
DATSUN

1

WALLIS DRUG

The small car expert
has something new.

The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
Trucks. too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass.
whitewalls, reclining buckets, safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
depending on the model you choose.
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give you a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ... then decide.

Sunday
Scho•
Les

the route and come out with
$20,000 to $30,000 worth of
property still his own.
q_
• • •
JUST in case you think this
is an easy way to financial
a utopia, we should cite some
of the disadvantages, t 00.
There are certain debts you
must pay even if your account
is bankrupt, such as alimony.
child support, all taxes not
more than three years old, and
certain secured loans,
Some utilities may be reluctant to provide you with electricity, gas and water in the
future if you've taken the bankrupt route. So habitual bankrupts make sure they pay their
utilities at any costs.
..atmarstemeadlemaIdearearaurellIOUNIIIIIIIIIIIIIMPTIONIONOMMIMP
There are employers who
automatically fire a man who's
taken the bankrupt route, even
When visitors to your home
For best results, a beef roast
though it is illegal.
bring small children along, remeant to cook with dry heat
key from the bathTo file for bankruptcy, you
(over roasting) should weigh at move the
need a lawyer, you must have
so the youngsters
door
room
all your paperwork up to date, least four pounds.
cannot lock themselves in.
apcourt
a
make
and you must
pearance, hang your head in
shame, so to speak. After that,
you wait six months, while your
creditors are told the bad news
There should be a moral
somewhere in this story. PerPhone 133-1m
haps it's the admonition not tc
TIONS A SPECIALTY *
PRESCRIP
un
route
take the bankruptcy
Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
Will
It—We
Have
We
less it's absolutely necessary.

there's

SPECIAL *

AGE ELEVEN

colors, of

-

IlelOn, or Chocolate.

$60.00

Sizes 6 to 12

Coninic Nrban
Murray Hwy.
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Mayfield, Ky.

CHICKEN THINKS IT
watches her pet chick
way acrosi her
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Sunday
School
Lesson

UPI) — The Ational
iinistration suggested
rthquake forecasters.
IAA research scientist,
frequency of. geyser
,f stresses which cause
;eysers, including Yet-

'

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

mulate, the time interases. Once the stress.
Interval increases.
the interval gradually
after which there was
between eruptions.
iated with the Alaskan
k said.
rid after Yellowstone's
I, was similar.
earching for reliable
patterns reported by
at geysers are natural
In episodes associated

GOD TRANSCENDS OUR UNDERSTANDING

Those of us who know God, Who has revealed Himself to us in
and through Christ, Who has satisfied the deepest longings of our
sou,and Whom we love devotedly because of what He has done
for us, readily acknowledge that we desire a more complete
understanding of His thoughts and ways. His infiniteness cannot
be compressed into our finiteness, but we rejoice in Him Whose
transcendent glory inspires our wonder and worship. Our expending knowledge of Him increases our love fcir, praise of,
devotion to, and service for Him.
Exodus 33:19-?0

issert-1.-exammoitawainstaA
hen visitors to your home
small children along, redoor so the youngsters
3t lock themselves in.

1RUG
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Can't Bo Bad

Side-by-Side A Bicycle Built for
Be STEVE UBBY

•

Centrett Press Assoctotton
Correspondent

Campbell
Two Likes To
Sleep Too

CitIRISTCHURCH, New Zealand- -many people refer to this
island and neighboring Australia as "Down Under." That's
because the seasons are reversed
from those in the United States,
and because most of the more
highly-populous nations a r e
situated in the Northern Hemisphere.
One of the most twisted tales
to come out of New Zealand
lately has to do with an ingenious inventor, R. K. Ritchie, who
lives in this city. He has made
an updated version of the oldfashioned bicycle built for two.
He calls his side-by-side device
a "box bike."
Accurate as to title or not,
Ritchie's device is equipped with
a bulb-type traffic horn—reminiscent of the days when the
tune "On 'a Bicycle Built for
Two" we a popular world-wide
favorite—and there are disc_
brakes on the side-by-side velocipede.

By VERNON t3COTT
UPI Hollywood C,orrespoodent
HOLLYWOOD

(UPI)—Glen

Campbell was curled in a knot

sleep on the couch of his
ireasing room, dozing off while
the television monitor flickered
with rehearsals of his show.
Awakened, the broactahouldered singer stretched lazily
and allowed as how sleeping
}I

was more enjoyable than golf
or working
He does a great deal of all
three.
Campbell is
also adapt at
survival tp a year that saw
networks drop more musicalvariety shows than in any season
season.

While Moses was on Mount Sinai in communion with God, and
receiving His commandments and instructions, the people
quickly turned to idolatry. At the critical juncture his brother,
The Goners
Aaron,joined the people in making and worshiping an idol in the
III TUPAMAROS FLEE—Ope hundred eleven tupamaros
The gongs: Johnny Cash,
form of a golden calf. Their shameful apostasy was indeed a
(Uruguay's urban guerrillas) escaped through this hole
Engelbert Htimperdinck, Tom
cause for bitter disappointment, righteous indignation, and utter
in the back wall of the home of Billy Rial (inset) in
Jones,
Andy
Williams,
Jim
dejection. Moses'first glimpse of their idol kindled his anger. He
Montevideo after tunnelling 40 yards from the Punta
Nabors,
Ed
Sullivan,
Don
seized the image, burned it in the fire, ground it into powder,
Carretas maximum security prison.
(Radiophotos)
Knotts, Lawrence
Welk and
ttered it upon the water, and forced the Israelites to drink
his
camera, relaxed and with little a 9-iron for a hoe on
"Hee Haw."
thereof. In his sore distress Moses prayed, "Show me now thy
THE SEATING positions are
father's farm 30 years ago.
Still on the air with Campbell affectation.
way." To Moses God said,''My presence shall go with thee, and I comfortable. The bike is conToday the country boy knows
A
two
handicap
are Flip Wilson, Carol Burnett
golfer,
will give thee :est." All who have His presence enjoy safety, ditioned for weather of all sorts:
Campbell might have mistaken precisely what he's doing.
and Dean Martin.
to prevent rain or snow running
strength, and satisfaction.
"I might have helped the
Having seen some manifestations of God's glory when He down the neck during inclement
networks
overload themselves
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
Nescended in fire'' on Mount Sinai ( 19:18), and when Moses went seasons, a large and colorful
for
two-with
built
a
difference!
bicycle
Here's the
an
with musical shows," Glen said,
•
to the midst of the cloud" i 24:18), and needing some personal canopy makes the machine
MOO
WOOMO DOB
eye-catcher, indeed.
ACROSS
9 Memoranda
Unfortunately for those who yawning. "See when I went on
of its riders. However, to misreassurance from God through a fuller knowledge of Him Who
MMO OMMOM MOM
6 Be in debt
Steering can be tricky on the quote an old Chinese proverb, want to trao in their bikes for the air in the summer of 1968 I 1 Likely
ClOOMM UOMJIMMO
7 Faroe Islands
had called and commissioned him, Moses requested God to show dual-controlled machine, though.
feet make light work." one of Ritehie's box - bikes, had some hit records going for 4 Pry nosily
whirlwind
SOMM OOM
rn the unveiled radiance of His glory. God declined to grant Each rider controls half a "many
8 Makes ready
9 Definite
Although the twisted tandem though, there's no,klan to mass- me and the ratings
OMMOMMO
OMMMO
were good.
9 Barter
article
oses' request, but promised him that He would manifest His handlebar, and everything must is not equipped with lights, or- produce them. The, machine
OM =OM MOON
10
Possesses
12
Weight
of
"Well,"
said
Campbell
in his
'goodness, grace, and mercy. The true glory and perfect be done in complete agreement. dinary dynamo-powered battery was built as a gimmiek;Arid will
POO =MOM MMO
11 Organ of
India
sight
OMR POMO CO
' hteousness of God were not to be seen by human eyes until they .Top speed depends entirely tights, or lights powered by dry be used primarily as an atten- native Arkansas Wisdom, "the 13 Might
Weather
16
14
Beam
MEMO MOONOOM
tion-getter at parades.
networks see a good rating and 15 Enlisted
ere disclosed in the living Christ in whom dwelt "all the fulness _ _upon the man- or woman-power cells, can easily be added.
indicator
OMO ROOM
they all jump on the bandwaman
18 Nerve
of the God-head bodily." Only in Christ do men see God.
MMOOOMO OMMOO
network
17 v`iipe out7,
gon.
In
this
case
the
singing
Isaiah 40 is a tonic for spiritual depression and
MO
00000 000
BAD TRIP FOR TOT
20 War god
19 Poison
20 Imitated
21 Begin
0110 GOMM 00O
discouragement. It was addressed originally to a despondent
OAKLAND, Calif. 1UPI )— wagon.
21 Stupefy
in
22
,'group of Jewish exiles. War had driven the Israelites from their
Italy
Doctors are treating a one- "But they overdid it. When 23 Intrigue
you get too many of the same 27 Fork prongs
24 At that
36 Identical
::homes and made them slaves in a foreign land. Hemmed in by the
46 Flying
year-old baby for an apparent
place
29 At this,place
mammal
38 Buddhist
kind of shows on the air it kills 30
ruthless Babylonians and deprived of their cherished liberties,
French
25 Flash
bad trip on LSD.
47 Man's name
dialect
almost
all
of
them.
The
three
article
48
Yellow
26 Periods of
their courage and hope dwindled almost to the vanishing point. As
Physicians at Highland Hospi40 King of
Man's
ocher
time
networks are trying to knock 31 nickname
they thought of their circumstances, any hope of deliverance
birds
49 Attempt
tal said the child, James Barbe,
28 Laws
41 Declare
each
other
off
by
using
the
Filament
32 The ones
Piece out
'seemed
50
to
be
only
33
an
idle
dream.
Concluding
that
God
was
not
appeared to be in good
0
here
45 Suffix
34 Have
53 Note of
/"willing to help them, and broken in faith and Courage, these
adherents Cl,
condition today following the same programming. That's why 34 Edible seed
reference to
scale
•• discouraged exiles did not have any desire to continue struggling.
administration of tranquilizers. you can't see Johnny Carson, 35 Note of
3 :::•:‘, 4
2
7
5 niti:•:9
5
1
6
10 11
At this juncture God sent Isaiah to them with a message which
The boy, son of Mrs. Sharon Mery Griffin and Dick Cabett 36 scale
District in
on
a
given
night.
You
have
to
$,jwas designed to arouse the indifferent, to confirm the faith of the
12
13
":".:4
Marie Barbe of nearby AlameUUCl4UU
Germany
!.:45
take your choice."
-),:wavering, to convince the despairing that God had not forgotten
37 Lance
da, was taken to an emergency
16
15
::,•:•:! 17 18
111
Smart Bumpkin
them, and to encourage them with the assurance of their ap39 Pacts
ee:1
hospital Tuesday night by two
(Continued from Page 2)
Campbell
is
the
sort
of 42 Limbs
proaching
20
release from their bondage in Babylonia and
Ni
NM.
XV tkri$ 19
women who were caring for
43 River in
country bumpkin who buys the
restoration of their beloved homeland. God reassured them of His
Asia
him at their home next door.
21 22
,-056.:
23 24
26
Brooklyn Bridge and sells it at 44 Tip
grace and love, and acknowledged that they were still His people
teas
Alameda police said Linda
27
28 :
70.; 29
46 Generate
a profit to a city slicker.
and He was still their God.
i
g
i'V
3
°
Simpkins, 17, and Martha Jane
aW
',iiVii'
He's smart, talented and 48 Cloy
Isaiah dwelt upon the incomparable greatness, majesty, and
11
*
al32 33
Stewart, 21, residents of a
51 Everyone
$:•:: 34
_ power of God, the creator, preserver, and controller of the whole
to hang in there
TV, A POWERFUL VOICE
fek%
4%6
52 Choice part
'commune" with at least three shrewd enough
35
4 universe. He tried to get them to puttitheir rust in the omniscient
while other minstrels slide 54 Irritate
4P 36
told
other
investigaoccupants,
Maki
,........:
III
. and omnipotent God, Who created, owned, and governed the
down television's tube. It's not 55 (karat
39
41 ail
ao
tors the baby found LSD
. universe. It's very existence was positive proof of God's good- Box of glass and wire with a
accidental he's been renewed 56 Transactions
capsules on the floor and
57 Brood of
:411011:•:•,:ii 43
:ICiCIA' 44 45
ness, graciousness, and greatness. Isaiah reminded the Israelites Covering of wood, speaks
while other, perhaps better,
pheasants
swallowed them.'
that God was above the circle of the earth and the vault of the Speaks, yes, with laughter,
singers have been eighty-sixed.
46 47
49 50
*2
48
sky, seeing to it that both the heavenly bodies and human beings And song and music sounds
Campbell's technique is emMg*
51
32 33
perform this separate functions according to His with. God has Of progress and promise for more.
54
bracing his electronic audience 1 Snake
kVUI
MO
.
the power to dispose of both men and nations as He sees best.
Ismuiden, Holland. a •trel with
I have watched you nightly to hear
a warm and sincere 2 Through
ilt:S.,
•
;
57
55
3 Roman
Let us, His children, boldly, fearlessly, and faithfully, proclaim to Your voice pour forth wisdom.
center, is known as the "Ruhr approach to what he's doing.
:g156
:wiryUI
official
all the greatness, wisdom, power, majesty, and holiness of God Daily I have not failed
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
of the Netherlands."
He looks straight into the 4 Reach across
our Father, the creator and preserver of the universe. Whom we To note that you are on.
love and strive to serve!
I have by patient parental training
Romans 11:33-36
.
The nature to defend the defenseless.
' These verses constitute the conclusion of the doctrinal part of this
I have heard your critics,
epistle, and they are related to ,what has been said in the They ask where is the message
preceding chapters as to the doctrine of salvation by Christ and Befitting your power.
'justification through Him. The riches of His grace, wisdom, and I will defend you I promise
knowledge are unfathomable. His actions throughout the history As soon as you speak.
of the human family have been expressions of His infinite wisdom
and illimitable love. Both His wisdom and His ways are beyond
—Thortias Perkins
our comprehension and explanation, but we can fully trust Him,
knowing that all that He does is dictated by holy love. The
thoughts, intentions;and purposes of God could not have been
known if He had not revealed them. Nor can the doctrines based
upon and related to them be understood and appreciated until and
CONFESSION
WHAT'S
MY DOG HAS
unless the Spirit of God reveals them be understood and apTHE IDEA,
A SORE FOOT
preciated until and unless the Spirit of God revels tham to those
CAN'T
SLUGGO ?
AND
- who have spiritual discernment. All things in grace were
RUN
produced by Him. They orignated in His mind and will, were I wove a web to catch a fly,
made available through His almighty power, and should be used I caught a bug instead.
to bring glory to His holy name.
I asked him if he loved the Lord,
He said, "No sir, God's dead."
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Here's Something New!
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I asked, "How do you know, my friend,
That God is not alive?"
He said, "I'm from the City man,
And I am plenty wise.
As you can see I have long hair
And I am smart, you see
I've studied long avid studied hard
Mastering Modern Philosophy

The Colonials
(

was just looking o'er your web
When I but slipped and fell.
Would you tell me kind
"Dear bug, you are in Hell."
I

X AkiAN

I WANT A or-Aze
STEAK - AND
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lardis,

.yester
Student

t braid.

vote power
NEW YORK (UPI)
When
Ohio became the 38th state to
ratify the 26th amendment to
the. Constitution enabling. 18

window-shade
NEW YORK (('PI)
\
for
installation
ceiling-hung
window shades is enornimi-k
versatile- It makes light ii the

60.00

year olds to vote in4alt lectio1s, a controversy over registration procedures began.
Students at Kent State Uni-

ever-growing use of sliding
door-windows
they
becainte
can pull up out of the way
when one wants to go outside.
This same, easy-do instal-

bright

versity (Ohio) and at the University of Alabama and Ken-

In

tucky are bringing suit to force
officials to register them to
vote

in

local elections. The
Should college students
he allowed to vote in their
college towns or the location

vlayfield, Ky.

of
'
previous
CHICKEN THINKS IT'S A DUCK—Christine Holeton, 11,

pet chicken Colonel Sanders dog-paddle its
way acrosi her backyard pool in Racine, Wis.

watches her

residemle.Z..- Local
officials see, large student populations
having unwarranted
power in local elections.

lation

will avoid necessity for
drilling in aluminum framed
windows, according to
.the Win'
dow Shade ‘lanufacturing As-

L'il Abner
WE'LL
CARRY

YOU
HOME,

e>UT,OH,SIR WE CAN'T
GET A REPAIRMAN UNI-IL
MORNING. MA-1' WE LEAVE
THE W1-4EELCHAI Pt HERE,
OVERNIGHT?

sociation.

Coupled
with
ceiling-hung curtains and hung
reverse-role to hide - the roller,
or used alone, such installaiion
will hide the wall above the
window, giving the

of added height.

impre,sion_
ellwarlftlowftw*

OF 0:XJRSE,GIRLS."
WHAT KAMA CAN

IT DO -7
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In loving memory of our
precious daughters, Merri and
Martha who were killed one year
ago today.

N-O-T-I-C-E!!

IMPORTANT HAPPENING
GOING SOUTH
3,104,000

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

HELP %ANTED

NOTICE

NoT10E

IN MEMORY

SIIOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR MALE or FEMALE HELP: Will
needs al-nechanic. Please apply pay well for your spare time
TFC working at home for us. Anyone
in person.
'who can read and write can
WOMAN FOR housework, 4 hour
qualify. Weekly salary. For
week.
a
per
$2.00
days
day, 5
details write James Bliss Co.
!tour, social security paid. Must
P.O. Box 324, Dept. K, 697,
be dependable, references, call
S16C
Levittown,Pa. 19053
evening.
Sl1C
753-3030

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
GOOD FRAME HOUSE on 4
acres of land, 6 miles west of
Murray on Hwy. 121. Call Ralph
SI6C
Morgan, 489-2450.

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION
RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

KENTUCKY LAKE

LOVELY STONE house, located
corner 13th and Vine. Two stone
fire-places, three room apartment in basement, three baths,
stave, garbage disposal included.
$26,500.00, if sold at once. Phone
Sl3P
753-3802.

Two young sisters go hand
PHONE
SO4,
hand,
(5;2) 354-6559 5 I. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
ON KENTUCKY 80
Through what to us, is an
744
unknown land.
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR
They are not alone, there are
BABY-Sitter needed, starting WANTED; SOMEONE to help
loved ones there,
November. Own transportation. with light housework in the
DETAILS
FURTHER
REASONABLY PRICED—BANK FINANCING
Meadow Lane Subdivision. mornings. Must furnish own
all are in Our Saviors care.
SMALL FARM; good location;
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
Their memory will live on every
Mornings. One child. Phone 753- transportation. Phone 753business or future investment
SYSTEM-3000
FT.
AIRPORT
WATER
Sl1C
year,
APPROVED
8731.
SHIC
1836.
very—nAlLeA 'S ShirsE Shop, 10042 WE ARE ready now to deliver or
mile East Murray, apOne
CALL
were
OR
Martha
WRITE
and
INFORMATION,
Merri
for
FOR
North 5th Street. Open 6 days a take your order for six vein
10 acres pasture.
proximately
dear.
WANTED
week, 8:00 till 5:00. Welcome all stoker or four by seven lump ROMEWORKERS
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
comDESIRES
female
LADY
We thank Our Father up above college students, those who have
coal. Phone 753-181rFulton Ice dr part-tirne, full-time work at home panion to live in. If interested
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
for the days and hours
mailing our circulars. For details
been and those who haven't. Coal Service,408 South 4th
471-1716
appointment call 753or
474-13413
For
753-1780.
(314)
SlOC
love.
CODE
phone
PHONE—AREA
we had of their sweet
rush self-addressed, stamped,
Sept.11C •
Operated by Robert Bailey and Street.
TFC
4147
Tbo gone from us, they still seem
envelope and 35c to US EnWife. Mrs. Bailey is the
now being terprises, P.O. Box 813-A71 WANTED: WAITRESSES full
ARE
APPLICATIONS
in
near.
lots
BARGAIN, TWO
BY OWNER;two bedroom triune
SIOC
manager.
accepted for a nurse aide
time. Apply in person to Jerry'S LOT, 105'1160' in Sherwood • Panorama Shores, water front, home with all furniture included.
In our minds, their voices we
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFO
4:00
after
Forrest. Phone 753-7358
Restaurant, South 12th Street.
training class to begin soon at the
hear.
each. Call 43689
22,000.00
$3
Phone 753-7505 after 5:00 p.m.
IM NI
TFC,
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County WANTED: LADY
do S1OC
to
So many things are left to
Hospital. Apply at the nursing housework, one day a week,
remember
************
15C
'S*
S15C preferrably Friday. Phone 753Since they left us, Akst Sep::*
S1
office.
*
tember.
Sl3C
5587.
*
*
ANOTHER SIZE HOME?
FOR
God is gathering up His own
LOOKING
OR
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
COMING,
GOING,
*
*
To live with Him in His great
for rent or sale. Rent applies to NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp *
home.
Piano
purchase. Lonardo
*
BSA BLOCK
Murray.
to
new
you're
if
you
for
home
right
the
find
We'll
us?
phone
Either way, why don't you
Shoes...Part time or full time. No *
*
902 Poplar St.. Murray,
It's a wonderful time to lorilt
Company, across from Post investment. Send for free selling *
153-6251
:
forward to
behind.
Office, Paris, Tennessee. S11C
leave
you
home
the
for
*
buyer
right
the
find
we'll
sendW rte mlormation about IOW
leaving,
you're
If
plus
kit. High commissions
*
Income Tax Cows,
It'sewonderful time to look for61
bonus. Write to E. M. Bristow, *
*
Ser&
SALES
ELECTROLV
ward to
Name
TOO!
THOSE,
Brockton, *
HAVE
Shoes,
Knapp
WE
HOME?
NEED A LARGER HOME? WE HAVE MANY! NEED A SMALLER
*
*
Adires
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Massachusetts 02401.
When we meet again, beyond the
S11C *
*
Co
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farblue.
IF YOUR NEIGHBOR IS BREATHING
*
*
State
'TFC
Kentucky.
SCARED
mington,
REALLY
I'M
Someday we can see it all,
REAL ESTATE. FOR SALE * Down your neck and you don't like it, see this 2 story beauty
*
To tell you about this one. You've heard about the lady who
There, no tears will fall.
* on I acre lot. 4 bedrooms, 2,02 baths, kitchen with all the
*
PRICE REDUCED on this 3
her
decided
sell
after
to
the
*
not
home
reading
Realtor's
God's Word is Great. IF
* extras, comfortable den with fire-place, 2 car garage for the
1719
at
located
brick
bedroom
*
I
the
this
If
of
all
glowing
wonders
describe
description?
promises true,
kids.
the
for
room
of
lots
and
cars
*
Keenland Drive. Has Central *
fabulous 4 bedroom,242 bath home near the new high school, *
They are waiting there, for me
WI BLOC
heat and air, Carpet, Den, Utility, *
it couki happen to us. Just quietly come & see it. We'll *
and you.
902 Poplar St , Murray,
LOTS OF HOUSE—LITTLE MONEY
Storage room, Carport, Range, *
arrange everything.
753-6231
*
There are two sacred places, not
Within walking distance of town. Large carpeted living room,
*
Dishwasher, Disposal and if sold
*
far away
painoutside
Needs
baths.
2
bedrooms,
3
room,
* dining
*
at once will include Ref. This
FOOTBALL IS IN THE AIR
RENT A BAND
Where we laid them to rest, that
* t...Owner will do it for you. $14,850.
house is vacant, Possessipn with
But don't fumble this one. A 3 bedroom, efiath home with so *
Last day.
INSTRUMENT
deed price has been reduced to *
many "extras" we had to list them on the back. Intercom, *
When we go there and kneel in
*
at
fireplace with woodbox opening to outside, tinted sliding *
$21,900.
THINGS?
SMALL
LIKE
prayer
*
glass doors, central heat and air, electric air cleaner, kitchen *
We ask for strength, this cross to
House located on Highway 121 * This 2 bedroom brick veneer house should please you. The lot
is loaded with built-ins, beamed ceiling in den, and 10 closets. *
bear
App. 2 miles from City limits.
is small and the price is small, but you could do big things
Center
KICK—OFF your old house and relax with modern luxuries It
in the Dixieland
When we listen to the words Our
This house was listed with * with it.
at a moderate price.
Father has to say
another Broker at $18,000. The
*
We will understand it all
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano. price is now $16,500. It is Brick, *
*
PERFECTLY DELIGHTFUL
WHO
MONEY??
*
NEED MORE
DOESN'T!!
*
someday.
Wanted responsible party to take has Family Room, Living Room,
* And delightfully perfect. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
The income from this big apartment house will keep on *
They are there, now in His hands.
over spinet piano. F-asy terms. 2 Bedrooms, large bath, Utility,
carpeting, drapes, deluxe kitchen, den with
system,
vacuum
*
coming year after year. Your equity grows and value in- *
To Merri and Martha it is no
Can be seen locally. Write Credit Carport and small metal storage
* beamed ceiling, central heat and air, great location.
*
creases. A great set-up for the eagle-eyed property buyer.
longer an unknown land.
Manager, P. 0. Box 276, house. The lot is 100 by 495 and
*
*
Sadly Missed by Their Family, OVERWEIGHT?? The only sate Shelbyville,Indiana. 46176. Sl1P has--some nice apple trees, City
*
*
SCHOOL BEEkS ARE RINGING
Brent and Patricia Brown
way to lose weight and inches
water, Air conditioned,
iin•
*
t
quiet
large
location,
street,
Convenient
away.
PLEASURE—
blocks
2
Only
DOUBLE
A
Leanna and Brent. Jr.
ITS
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962 H dr R USED FURNITURE is mediate poseession
financing *
house, lots of extra storage. If you want 3 bedrooms with l'Ar
1TP Weight loss guaranteed.
S30C open three days a week 10:00 till can be arranged.
OURS TO SHOW,YOURS TO BUY
*
baths, fire-place, dining room and large living room, this is *
6:00 on Hwy. 121, Concord Road. A large 4 bedroom house located * So hurry and see this beautiful 2 story home! 4 bedrooms, 2Le
_SERVICES OFFERIg)
*
your "homeroom".
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Lots of nice used furniture and on S. 13th St. has large den, large * baths, large den with fire-place, carpeted, drapes, central
*
*
minute
1
only
and
landscaped,
753-6676,
Phone
kitchen,
antiques.
of
lots
two
room,
ux
dining
deluxe
air,
and
room,
heat
living
TFC
753-7850.
Phone
installation.
4" Plastic Wells
*
LIKE YOUR OWN PLANTATION?
*
S11C
753-4716.
phone
you.
home
for
All
carport,.
baths,
school.
lr
high
from
fireplaces,
—
24 of farm tendable. *
Over
*
Almo.
of
East
acres
425
with
Start
AYLCIR WELL
ALMA TRACY. announces AUCTION SALE, Saturday, This house needs some paint and *
40 acre corn base, spring fed creeks for year around water *
DRILLING
WE MAKE HOUSE CALLS
beginning Bridge Class, Monday, September 18, 10:00 a.m. at the owner has priced it to take care *
and pasture, and most of land is fenced. Top notch cattle *
bedrooms, 2 baths,
3
ordered.
doctor
the
what
Phone Puryear, Tenn
just
real
a
have
needed,
work
And
*
the
of
*
September 13 at 7:00 p.m. at 1704 Leonard Burton Home, located 5
farm.
Around $150. per acre.
exceptional
with
kitchen
deluxe
and
den
247-5556
air,
and
•
*
Ryan. If interested phone 753- miles East of Hardin and 4 miles bargain possession with deed. * central heat
this
make
drapes
and
*
Complete Well
S1OC west of Aurora on Hwy. 80, turn IMMEDIATE PaSSION—This * amount of cabinets. Carpets
4602.
SUBDIVISION
OWN
YOUR
*
* prescription a bargain at $29,500.
two
Service
bedroom,
hill
bath
three
new
*
with
near
acres
300
cottage
Lake.
Could be on Kentucky
REWARD OFFERED for in- at the Unity crossroads. Watch house has everything you want. *
this
show
us
you.
to
Let
complete
water.
for
paper
weeks
next
*
OLDYWEDS
OR
NEWLYWEDS
*
formation of wrought iron floor
Separate den, living room, entry
listings. Sale by Knott's Auction
*
6th Street. 3
*
South
on
place
little
neat
this
love
George
from
taken
base
Will
lamp
hall, large utility, tremendous
WILL DO trash hauling
*
DON'T PUT YOUR MONEY ON ICE
* bedrooms, electric heat, and air-conditioned. The large
Banderra Shop or Hutson Service, Hardin,Phone 437amount of closets, built in ap- *
Reasonable rate. Phone 753grow.
it
104
watch
This
farm
acre
*
is
and
land
on
it
Sl1C
Spend
4666.
fun.
cookouts
backyard
makes
and
antique
pliances in kitchen, patio, front * shaded lot
6130.
070 Chemical Co.;
increasing in value like a money tree. 10 acre corn base, big *
handbags and cuba wool sponges
porch, garage, central heat and *
WILL KEEP children in my
spring, old livable house, timber, and a give away price of *
LOW?
ACCOUNT
BANK
BUT
ROOM
MORE
Phone
NEED
garage.
my
from
taken
*
*
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE air. Will trade.
home, Monday through Friday.
$14,000.
ITC
753-2265.
Then this is just for you. A 3 bedroom, newly carpeted, brick
*
Luxurious is the only way to
.iady Oaks. Phone 753-9846. SlOP
and
air-conditioned
patio,
room,
dining
den,
home with large
*
this
describe
spacious
house.
Has
scattered
lots
building
have
*
us
Let
throughout
Murray.
We
child,
one
keep
to
LIKE
for
WOULD
Even the drapes will stay
WANTED TO RENT
11,2 acres of land, double garage, * has outside storage building.
Relax!!!
you.
show
age 3 or 4 in my home Contact
BEAUTIFUL
*
outside storage, central heat and * $20,750.
Mrs. David Harrison, 110 North WANT TO RENT; 3 bedroom
*
*
air,
kitchen
with
RE
yards of walnut *
LAX!!!
S15P house,
9th Street.
airpreferably
YOU MAY NEVER WANT TO MOVE AGAIN
cabinets„
built
in
desk,
china
own
your
in
cottage.
bedroom
2
Shores
This
Panorama
At
*
in
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick beauty on quiet street.
FURNITURE REFINISHING. conditioned, but not reeuired,
cabinets, double self cleaning * Spotless,
modern home has a fire-place, drapes, electric heat. Another
Major Leonard
Central heat and air, den, patio, attractive deluxe kitchen, all
All work guaranteed. Free pick- October. Contact
oven,
dishwasher,
and
other
price at $13,900.
good
*
Drive,
Jenkins
143
Wice,
live,
great place to
up and delivery. Free estimate. P.
extras, huge recreation room * add up to a
S13C
31405.
Ga.
Savannah,
Jerry
finish.
natural
Antique or
15102-x32' with sliding glass doors *
CHOICE! CHOICE! CHOICE!
S30P
McCoy,753-3045.
onto patio, dining room with patio *
LARGE COMMERCIAL BUELDING—GOOD PRICE
20 Acres near Irvin Cobb. Has around 1200 feet of waterfront.
WANTED TO rent 3 room
out of glass doors, large living * Plenty of parking space. Could be made into apartments.
SEPTIC TA, it cleaning, back apartment for an elderly lady.
AIR-CONDITIONED
room with beautiful fireplace *
753Camp.
With
Rex
Phone
electric
Phone
heat.
753PINEBLUFF....PANORAMA....BARKLEY LAKE
work.
hoe
CALL THE SHERIFF!!
and bookcases, entry hall with *
Call us for your lakefront lots or cottages. We have them.
014C 6069.
Sl3C
Over 2,000 sq. ft of
5933.
circle stairway leading to upper * Someone is about to steal this spacious brick colonial home
* with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Even the refrigerator and freezer
beautifully decorated
level which has three bedrooms *
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
JUST 1 MILES FROM COURTHOUSE
and two baths, the smallest
will be yours in this outstanding kitchen. House is carpeted,
You can have your own 3 bedroom house, garden and large
*
interior!
bedroom is 12' x 14', this place is * draped, and beautifully landscaped, 2 car garage and fenced
trees on approximately 2 acres of land. Stone fire-place in
completely carpeted and has * in back. A steal at $29,900.
living room and big country kitchen add up to comfort at a
HAS:
TiRAU Tit
SPICHIRS
central vaccum system. It also *
give away price of only $18,500.00.
Rat Your Horne
Are Poi3oa
SEE AUTUMN'S BEAUTY FIRST HAND
has utility room and another L2 *
bath on lower level. It's a tri-level * Just 5 minutes from town. Large 3 bedroom brick colonial
LIKE TO GROW THINGS?
• built-in kitchen with
is great in every wai'. Owner *
and
I
u has 2 baths, central heat and air, huge family kitchen-den
Corn, wheat, soybeans, cows, horses, kids? $165.08'per acre
IN
washer
dish
could
•
would consider trading.
w combination All this and nearly 2 acres of land. Who
will buy you the perfect spot. 100 acres lo9tted north of
. exceptional corner
Extra nice three bedroom brick * want more"
Kirksey. Real good farm.
ROACH'S
fireplace
with large lot. Two baths, utility *
Carry Germs
11,2 bath
*
carport, central heat and *
room,
master bedroom 20'x9'
air,
carpeted
throughout, living *
carport
room with beautiful fireplace, *
nice concrete patio
concrete drive, neatly landscaped lot. Large kitchen and
Acre and /
2,
1
dining area and two patios.
Income enough to make your
2 miles from
/
21
payments plus a place to live.
KENTUCKY LAKE
Has good three room garage
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
apartrnant separate from house,
near Hardin
a day the year round . . Winter and Summer
„two bedroom apartment in upon good paved road. j-stairs of house, these two places
are rented for 1145 per month and
you still have a large downstairs
to live in. Has two bedrooms,
and
KENTUCKY LAKE
Large den, kitchen with built in
appliances, living room, dining
WATERFRONT MOTEL
room,and bath. Walking distance
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
25 units, boat dock. from M.S.U.
SEE ROBERTS REALTY at 505
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
CALLUS'
Main, or call 753-1651 for these
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
and many other fine houses.
v Licensed by State' of. Kentucky
farms or building lots. MEMBenton
BERSkOF MULTIPLE LLSTING
Member Chamber of Commerce
ERVICE.
SICK'
in

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

CLYDE WILSON

1

;THiS CORON:

will send you
free information
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

OIN THE FUN!
JOIN THE
BAND!

Leach's Music & 111

I

1

MARSHALL
COUNTY
HOME

1

t*
**
*
:
*

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite

'17,000

Pest Control

PEEL & HOLLAND •

•

*
*
*
*
*

:
*
*
*
*
*
*

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

- MEMBER
EDNA KNIGHT
7534910

OF MULTIPLE LISTING 753-4342
ASS6CIATES
Fi me

PAT MOBLEY
753-4342

Office753-4342Home

753-8958

* 2-DA
SAT. & SU
• Fres
• Red
• Bon
• Ky.
• Real
'YOUR CHO
ALL YOU CAN
2. ORDER
1
/

KY. LAKE L
Hwy. 68
IANO, USED, rebuilt, t
iring. Jetton di Dyer
es dr Service, Cuba
yfield. Evening and Sa
one 247-8522.
969-12'x60' MOBILE H
ee bedrooms, carpeted
in, washer and dryer.
74-7227
Ox50 LIBERTY MOBILE
o bedrooms, furnished,
move into at Shady
aller Court. Phone 76751.
USED AIR compressors
w. May pay by month
18.
ARAGE SALE; hair
°thing; glass ware; desk
d ends. Saturday, Sept
11, starting 8:00 a.m. a
Ryan Ave.
T1FFNEY CRYSTAL in
pattern, fl ice tea glasses,
glasses, 3 sherbert
Phone 753-7260.

.c2peedc.
75

24•14.0e

Xona,-

4..006tmCOLORED TV SET, co
good condition. Call 753-8218
1963 MERCURY MONTE
clean, good condition, e
needs some transmission
Call 437-4530.

TAKE UP payments on on
55 house trailer. 1970 Model
437-4437,
SET OF World Books. Pho
8940."
MUST SELL 5 rooms of
furniture, all in good con
Call 753-5249.
TWO PONYS, cart and ha
Both ponies will ride and w
cart, Harness almost new
large enough for adults.
435-4483.
REGISTERED SAINT
Pups, great with chil
Reasonable prices. Terms.
miniature Schnauzers. Mel
Ayre Kennels, Buchanan,
seess, phone 901-247-3345.
MATCHING DIVAN and
excellent condition. Bed fr
excellent condition. Phone
7640 before 5:00 or 753-5726
5:00p.m.
USED ZENITH 21 inch TV
offer Must sell. Call 7533956
MAHOGANY KNEE-H
desk, 1631 Farmer Avenue,
Apt. Call in person after 6
p.m.
RUNNING SPECIAL pri
Irish Setter puppies Call 7
or 753-9457.
DOUBLE MAPLE CHEST:
753-7947,

DAY-SEPTEMBER 10, 1971

r

.E THIRTEEN

11••••••••
•

Call •
753- 1916•
•
•

111000•••••

:AL ESTATE FOR SALE

DD FRAME HOUSE on 4
es of land, 6 miles west of
rray on Hwy. 121. Call Ralph
-gan, 489-2450.
Sl6C

/ELY 'TUNE house, located
ler 13th and Vine. Two stone
-places, three room apartit in basement, three baths,
re, garbage disposal included.
500.00, if sold at once. Phone
3802.
Sl3P

ILI, FARM; good location;
ness or future investment
mile East Murray, apimately 10 acres pasture.
wire fencing, stables, water.
7 older 7 room house, modern.
appointment call 753TFC

/WNER; two bedroom frame
ie with all furniture included.
ne 753-7505 after 5:00 p.m.

re new to Murray.

E THOSE, TOO!

(RED
!ard about the lady who
reading the Realtor's
all the wonders of this
ear the new high school,
come & see it. We'll

rHE AIR
2tath home with so
on the back. Intercom,
outside, tinted sliding
tric air cleaner, kitchen
ig in den, and 10 closets.
x with modern luxuries

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

* 2-DAY SPECIAL *
SAT. & SUN., SEPT. 11 & 12

'2"
'1.39

11, starting
Ryan Ave.

iNTATION?
,er ao of farm tendable
for year around water
:need Top notch cattle

VISION
.-ires with cottage near

VEY ON ICE
This 104 acre farm is
. 10 acre corn base, big
d a give away price of

oghout Murray. Let us

ittage. This 2 bedroom
, electric heat. Another

11010E!
1200 feet of waterfront

BARKLEY LAKE
tes. We have them

IJRT1101;SE
>use, garden and large
nd. Stone fire-place in
idd up to comfort at a

IINGS?
kids?= acre
res I
north of
icth

.EY

I

8:00 a.m. at 1613
S1OC SORRY SAL is now a merry gal.
She used Blue Lustre rug and
cleaner. Rent new
TIFFNEY CRYSTAL in corsage upholstery
pattern, &ice tea glasses, 3 juice electric shampooer $1. Western
glasses. Auto , Home of "The Wishing
glasses, 3 sherbert
S11C
Phone 753-7260.
SlIC Well."

V110 DOESN'T!!
:nt house will keep on *
ty grows and value in- *
!yed property buyer.
*

RINGING
don, quiet street, large *
ant 3 bedrooms with 111 41.
rge living room, this is *

FOR RENT

METAL ROCKER porch chairs, AVAILABLE, ONE bedroom for
recliner rocker chairs, sofa bed, a college girl in a furnished house
extension enamel breakfast set with two
other college girls.
and chairs. One Nesco electric Near University. Phone 753-4974
cooker. Cheap. All good con- after 5:30p.m.
S1OC
dition. Phone 753-2265.
ITC
FARM HOUSE with water. Also
• Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
large trailer with air conditioner,
• Red Snapper Fish
SIAMESE KITTENS, 7 weeks automatic washer. Real nice.
old. Ph. 753-1348. If no answer Phone 436-2427.
S1OC
• Boneless Filet
call 753-4978.
S13C
• Ky. Country Ham
NEW APARTMENT, wall to wall
GAS STOVE, refrigerator, table, carpeting, living room, dining
• Real Pit Bar-B-Q Pork
stereo and couch and chair. room, bedroom with two large
Phone 753-4897.
S13C closets and bath. Built-ins in
YOUR CHOICE OF THE ABOVE
kitchen. 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
ALL YOU CAN EAT
LAIIGE DOUBLE chest with University. Phone 7534648. S1OC
mirror. Phone 753-2796.
1TC
Li ORDER
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
IF-SPEDEZA HAY in the field. bedroom, Central heat and air,
Phone Hurt & Hurt Farms,
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
Kirksey, Kentucky, 489-2691. S16C bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
Hwy. 68
Aurora, Kentucky
TFC
month. Phone 753-7850.
AUTOS FOR SALE
NICE FURNISHED apartrnend
IANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning, 14' V TYPE aluminum boat with
epairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano steering wheel controls, 18 H.P. 1970 CHEVELLE SS 396 con- near campus, reasonable and
es & Service, Cuba Road, Johnson outboard motor with 5 vertible. Red with white top, with bath. Also teeping rooms
yfield. Evening and Saturday gallon reserve gas tank, 2 wheel power steering and brakes, for college boys. Please call, we
one 247-8522.
TFC trailer with winch. Complete, automatic transmission, bucket may have what you need. Day,
753-8365, night 753-2891.
TFC
$375.00. Phone Lowell King, 753- seats,
original
969-12'x60' MOBILE HOME, 3810.
Sl2C console, factory nags.
Goodyears. 20,000 miles. A-1 FOUR BEDROOM house. Unee bedrooms, carpeted living
shape. Near wholesale price. furnished, full basement. Call
oom, washer and dryer. Phone
OF rugs have been Phone 753-1822 days or 753-6342
S1OC MILLIONS
S1OC
74-7227.
753-3018.
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's after 6:00.
SI1P
electric
Ox50 LIBERTY MOBILE home, America's finest. Rent
girl. Some home
S11C 1965 CHEVELLE 6 cylinder, ROOM FOR
o bedrooms, furnished, ready shampooer $1.00, Big K.
privileges 410 North 8th St.
move into at Shady Oaks
automatic. Extra clean and runs Phone 753-6167.
S1OC
ailer Court. Phone 767USED DINETTE set, $30.00. good. $400.00. Phone 753-8872 or
SIOC Phone 753-8830.
51.
SI1C FOR RENT: Beautiful Valarah
SlOP 753-3321.
Lee Apartment, unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
USED AIR compressors, like 1971 TRIUMPH 650, excellent 1960 CHEVROLET pickup truck.
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
753-7609
condition.
Phone
753-7426.
S1OC
Good
condition.
Phone
753month.
Call
ew. May pay by
Dishwasher,
condi,Voned.
S11C
6:30p.m.
after
SlOC
1&
refrigerator, stove, garbage
8' FREDERICK WILLLS pool
disposal. Across from Westview
ARAGE SALE; hair dryer; table, Call 7534154 for further 1967 TRIUMPH Spitfire 4 Mark II
Nursing Home on South 16th St
Good
38,000
miles.
convertible,
clothing; glass ware; desk; odds inforination.
SIIC
S13C
condition. Phone 753-8756. S11C Phone 753-4974.
and ends. Saturday, September

KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT

;64;A
SA.
75-J-,j_5/34
c".444ce% exe.4.,et-$040.
24.144iedge OA)

1970 FORD Torino, red convertible, 429 Cu. in motor, four
speed, AM-FM radio, trailer
hitch. Dr. Harvey Elder, 75
Sl1P
Shady Oaks,753-6537.

LARGE ROOM with private
entrance within walking distance
of campus. Phone 753-1387. S1OC

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
house, conveniently located.
S1OC
VOLKSWAGEN Phone 753-4518.
1967
Squareback, excellent condition.
Radio, air-conditioning. 41,000 NICE TWO bedroom furnished
miles. $1,500 firm. Phone 753- apartment near University.
StUd
S1OC Phone 753-7550.
8838.

LOVE FOR Sale; 1955 Cadillac,
air-conditioned, power steering,
power brakes, power seats.
Excellent condition. $350.00.
Phone 753-5721 after 6:00
p.m.
Sl4C

TWO BEDROOM duplex, fully
carpeted, central heat and an'
with built in stove. Outlets for
washer and dryer. Located close
to college. Phone 753-9741. S14C

ONE BEDROOM furnished apt, 2
bedroom unfurnished apt. Call
1968
CHEVY
Pick-up,
6
cylinder,
d144.t. etaX)
S11C
straight shift. 24,000 miles, extra 753-5079.
J.`
clean.- Call 753-1321 after 5:30
,VA•t1-41
Xg0f7U/n7C4244
S1OC UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment at 104 North 10th
S11C
1965 CORVAIR. Good condition, Street. Phone 753-1238.
al
l
f> Cgeditelfaitt:
"
efra,!
good gas mileage. Phone 753-6068
after 4:00p.m.
SlOP CLEAN FURNISHED ground
floor 3 room apt., bath, garage,
0
1-4:30Pin •
4:001
1962 PICK-UP three quarter ton air conditioned. Nice for couple
with flat bed, solid sides, or will 304 North 4th St., Mrs. George
SI IC
COLORED TV SET, console,
TOO PARROT with head trade for older model pick-up. Hart,753-1602.
Grocery,
good condition. Call 753-8218.S11C est. Cage included. Call 753- $550.00 See at Sledd's
SI1P 2 ROOM APARTMENT with
Si1P Stella.
kitchenette and bath. Prefer
1963 MERCURY MONTEREY,
clean, good condition, except PENTA TREATED lumber. 1962 CHEVROLET Impala 4 couple or college boys. Call 753needs some transmission work. Resistant to rot and termites. door, V8 automatic with air. 6676 days,or 753-4716 nights. S11C
$350.00. See at 214 South 13th
Call 437-4530.
S11C Ideal for boat docks and any
HOUSES, ONE furnished, one
weather exposed uses. Murray Street or call 753-2958 or 489S1OC unfurnished. Phone 492-8622. ITC
Lumber Co., Maple Street, 41903.
1TC
TAKE UP payments on one 12 x Murray,Kentucky.
67 CAMERO 327 4 speed, best
MODERN SEVEN room stone
55 house trailer. 1970 Model. Call
S13P
offer, call 753-6386.
house, 1302 Vine. Central heat
16'
SAIL
BOAT,
trailer,
flotation,
43-4437.
S11P
and air, dishwasher, garbage
outboard bracket, navigation
1962 DODGE LANCER, white, disposal, stove, drapes, 2 baths. 3
SET OF World Books Phone 753- lights, main sail and jib. All new. two door
hardtop, 6 cylinder, bedrooms $190.00 per month.
$2075.00.
Phone
753-9556.
S13P
8940:
SI1P
standard shift. $225.00. Phone 753- Phone 753-383'2.
SDP
6690 before noon or after 6:00
MUST SELL 5 rooms of used FRENCH ANTIQUE matching
p.m.
Sl6C 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 baths.
furniture, all in good condition. his & her chairs, large stereo
8130.00 phone 753-3465 or 753Call 753-5249.
Sl1C cabinet, baby dressing table and
1389.
play pen. Phone 753-9556.
S13P
1968 DODGE CORONET R-T,
TWO PONYS, cart and harness.
black outside, white interior,
Both ponies will ride and work to
M.T. Mags, Sun Tach. Also 1969 NICE 4 BEDROOM home. Den
cart, Harness almost new. Cart REGISTERED MALE Boxer,
Datsun pickup, west coast with fire place, with 21-, baths
one
year
old.
Phone
436large enough for adults. Phone
six mirrors, heavy bumper. Phone
SIM-$-5200. month. Phone 753-3465. S13C
436-4483.
- 811P 2367.
-753-6358
REGISTERED SAINT Bernard
pups, great with children.
Reasonable prices. Terms. Also
miniature Schnauzers. Melody Ayre Kennels, Buchanan, Tennseess, phone 901-247-3345.
S15C
MATCHING DIVAN and chair,
excellent condition. Bed frame,
excellent condition. Phone 7537640 before 5:00 or 753-5726 after
S11C
5:00p.m.
USED ZENITH 21 inch TV. Best
offer. Must sell. Call 753SHP
3956.

LOST & FOUND
SMALL GROCERY business.
WANT TO BUY
Sell stock and fixtures; rent
logs anc
building. Phone 753-9021, or came -WANT TO BUY;
by 1401 Vine.
Sl6C standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
AUTOMATIC WASHER; gas Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
TFC
dryer, $35.00 each. Hospital bed, Phone 753-4147.
$75.00. All excellent condition
Phone 436-5400.
S16P WANT TO BUY; boat trailer,
cheap. Phone 753,1593 or see
S1OC
FIVE STRING banjo with case, James Witherspoon.
$60 00 Excellent condition.
Phone 753-4710.
S13C WANT TO BUY spinet piano,
prefer walnut finish. Phone 753S1OC
5076 after 4:00p.m.
Early'
FURNITURE;
USED
American styled sofa; matching WANT 7'0 buy used loom. ConRte 6,
chair and hassock; coffee table tact Jo Ann Jackson,
S11P
and end table. All in excellent Murray.

MAHOGANY KNEE-HOLE
desk, 1631 Farmer Avenue, West
Apt. Call in person after 6
condition and only one year old. WOULD LIKE to buy a small
p.m.
Sl3C
Whole set priced at $100. Phone drop leaf dinette table. Call after
IT? 2 p.m. 753-6015.
S13C
RUNNING SPECIAL price on 753-5825,
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862
or 753-9457.
014C
ANTIQUE PLAYER piano,
restored
and 'refinished. ExDOUBLE MAPLE CHEST: Call
WILL LEASE store and station.
cellent condition. Phone 753753-7847,
1TNC
Phone 435-5261.
SUP
4399.
Sl3P

For More Information on the Following Listings
Call 753-7724

I:
+
-ti

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOST: FEMALE puppy, 8 weeks
old, mixed breed, honey tan, in
vicinity of 8th and Olive. Also,
found, part German Shepherd
dog about 6 months old wearing
S1OC
collar. Phone 753-8640.

41 PERFECT LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
41 bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
-II

43
41 HERE IT COMES- A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
with 2 baths, two apartments in rear for boys on 107 North
41 17th
Street for only $23,500.

.e
41

8'x50' TWO BEDROOM TRAILER on two 50'x110' lots,
st located in section I of Kentucky Lake Development Corp.
near Morgan's Boat Dock. $3,200.
41 12'x55' TWO BEDROOM, Central heat, 1968 mobile home.
4.2 $3,800.00.
4
2 520 WHITNELL STREET, A REAL FINE 3 bedroom brick
•ti veneer house. Good size lot. Real sharp and priced to sell
41 TODAY. $17,500.00.

41 ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on Mc41 Cuis
. tion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
43 house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. MUST SEE.
41 $17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra.

41

F oR SALE OR TRADE
IL SELL or trade; three
bedroom home on Blood River for
equivalent in town. Home has
dock-water front. Phone 436SI IP
,
;199

1
.
3 )
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick 111
.'
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water. An :
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included. gr 7
$31,500.00.
* .)

*I-

FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on au
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat..a.
and air, carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now ir
rented. $30,500.00
li•
ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church. ..1
)
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
/
2 acres. IT
Priced to sell at $21,000.00.
11"
REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house su
with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included. Two
bedrooms, and large family room or use as a 3rd bedroom. IT
Outside storage building. Only $11,500.00.
HO* WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN A BEAUTIFUL 12'x60
.
mobile home located on a fine lake view lot at Pine Bluff II
Shores. This home is two years old, central heat and air, 4 *3'
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths and well equipped for year around 4.
living. 250 Feet from the water. A Fine buy at $9,000.00.
43LOVELY WATERFRONT HOME AT PINE BLUFF Shores. *
Central heat and air, basement, built-in range and oven. 11*
$29,950.00.
r

4: ANOTHER BUDGET PRICED THREE BEDROOM brick
home in excellent condition at 1312 Kirkwood. Nice range,
41
41
.
, drapes and carpeted living room and hall. A real fine buy at

ONE LOVELY WOODED LOT IN OAKS Subdivision.

-4
'
. $18,000.00.

*1

FIRST WOODED LOT SOUTH OF Dudley Street on Ea,st
side of Meadow Lane. 125'x170'. A real buy at $3,500.00.

41

41 4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres with some woods. $25,000.00.

4:

FRAME HOUSE AND 5 ACFtES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.
1
.
3

41
41 NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
Buyer can select colors, carpet. 11
/
2ceramic tile baths, built41 in range and oven, central gas heat and central air. You must
see this. Priced at $23,700.00.

41

41 320 ACRES OPEN LAND 21
/
2 miles East of New Concord.
838,400.00.

41

48
41

48

COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON 641, 342 Miles South. 9,000
square feet. Formerly the Smith Ham House.

- _
NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
41
3 bedrooms, large den, baseboard heat, 11
/
2 baths, built-in
range and oven. City water. A lovely home at only $20,000.00.

4

41

41 IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
41 bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson in41 sulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.

ON KEENLAND DRIVE IS A REAL SHARP 3 bedroom
brick with central heat and air. 2 tiled baths, kitchen with
cabinets galore. All carpeted in tip-top condition. Fenced
back yard, patio. Nice shrubbery and roses. Drapereries
included and ready to move right in. $24,500.00.
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice two bedroom frame home
on large lot, city water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace and
garage. $10,500.
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, mu:t see
this house to appreciate.
/11.

ON DODSON AVENUE WE HAVE A real nice three
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
electric heat. This house is a bargain at $22,000.00.
1
.
3

41 THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
/
2 Baths,
41 bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
41 oven, city water. $28,000.00.

LOOKING FOR A LOVELY THREE bedroom brick veneer
house with a20 x 40 swimming pool? STOP LOOKING-SEE
1305 Kirkwood. Central air, all built-ins and in a wonderful
location. Best part-only $26,300.

4! DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
41
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, nice carpeting,

HERE IS SOME FINE INVESTMENT PROPERTY for
$47,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments, 6 in rear and 3 in
front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are
furnished.

; 41 all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
41 garage. Price only $34,000.00.
41

41 THREE MILES NORTH, JUST OFF 641 we have a beautiful
3 bedroom brick. Has large den with fire-place, lots of closets
41 and built-ins, book shelves, two car garage, plus another
/
2 acre lot, plenty of shade.
unattached two car garage. 11
$28,500.00.

41

41 IN

KIRKSEY WE HAVE A GOOD SOLID frame, 3
bedrooms, living room, family room, large kitchen, utility
-V room, bath and 2 acre lot. Here is a good buy at $11,350.00.

.11
41 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms
41 on each side, built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $25,500.00.

41
41 A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM frame house at 1405 Vine,
completelyredecorated inside and outside with a one car
41 garage and only $15,000. Hard to imagine but seeing is
believing.
4g
41 ON IRVIN COBB ROAD, JUST ACROSS THE street from
41 Marvin's Grocery, 3 bedroom frame, all carpet, den with
fire-place, living room, kitchen, 142 baths. This house is a
41
steal at $12,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.
41

41

ON FAXON ROAD 11/2 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
41 a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land.
41 Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
41 REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedrooms on
each side, all carpet. Nice lot and the owner will sell or trade
for nice home.

4:

ON CATALINA DRIVE,2 BEDROOM BRICK, about 2 years
old. Real nice, has large kitchen, living room, bath, garage. 63.
At the low price of $18,900.00.

345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of
Lakeway hores with a small frame house. Land ready to be
developed. $551,750.
30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
about I mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. $22,000.00.
HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good
of a bargain to pass up.
LYNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with family room and
/
2 baths, carport and
study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, 11
city water. Priced-$20,500.
FIVE MILES WEST OF CITY limits on West Fork Road.
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,
1
2acre lot. Priced $23,000.
on paved road and /

41

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,central heat and air,
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced to sell-$19,500.

1611 KIRK WOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
_ bedrooms, two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
it- garage. $25,500.

THREE BEDROOM CONCRETE BLOCK house on 3 acre
lot. 6 miles east of town on Cohoon Road. Can be seen
anytime-- 012,600-

41 IN

MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
britk home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
4* garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.
41

41

41
4'

41
41
41
41
41

48
41
41
41

48
41
41

411.

A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista
with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be
yours for only $11,500.

41
.. FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
41 can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
frame house with bath and electric heat.

41
LOST OR STRAYED from 819
Sha-Wa Circle 7 months old
Pekingese red and tan male
puppy. Please call 753-3924 or 7531651.
S11C

-,;.
:3- ).
13- )
13- •

41 A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
41 priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real
41 nice at $17,500.00.

41
FOUND: WHITE female Irish
Setter with brown spots on nose,
near New Concord, Kentucky
Phone 436-2234 or 436-5540. SlOC
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BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. $24,000.

Guy Spann Realty
Listings
*
Member of Multiple
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761

Wage-Price

0
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Cases Are Heard In
The Calloway Court
Of Judge Miller

Hurricane
Fern Slams
Shore Today

Prospecting For Gold
Urge Still Exists

Rams Beat
49eti In
Exhibition

Grid
Card

(Continued from Page 1
sanctions in the program."
He likened sanctions to a
shotgun in the corner, there if
TONIGHT'S SCHEDULE
it has to be used.
Several cases have been heard
Henry Co., Tenn., at Murray
gold.
con'
•'Somebody said, the
glories" on pluopea:taag fur
in the Calloway County Court of
High.
By HARRY KURSH
science is a still voice that says
Judge Robert 0. Miller during
"A sort of old-fastuened gold
Reidlaaid at North Marshall.
GLEN JOHNSON
Ceatp-al Press Association
'somebody may be watching,"
fever seems to strike many peo-1 By EDMUND
the past two weeks. Records LOS ANGELES (UPI)-It
Tompkinsville at Russell-.t
WilCorrespondent
says
MATAGORDA,
summer,"
Tex.
(UPI)the
in
ple
Shultz said.
show the following occurred:
ville.
was only an exhibition but the
geologist Herricane Fern fizzled into
a
WASHINGTON - Ever since liam L. Newman, a
Nixon's announcement that the
Steve Colson, Benton, driving 55,607 fans at the Coliseum got
Tilghman at Owensboro.
Survey
Geological
the
driving rainstorm in a drift
the days of the '49ers, "gold with
while intoxicated, amended to a run at least one) for their
Todd Cesare! at Heath.
freeze was ending drew mixed fever" has never really disap- here. "Requests for maps and west before sunrise
today,
reckless driving, fined $100.00 money.
reaction, with Democrats ge- peared from the American reports that describe known deGreen at ClarksBowling
into
slamming
farms
and
costs $17.50; Sheriff.
nerally criticizing him for dream of striking it rich. Pres- posits of gold in' the country -Gene Howard, a four-year pro
Tenn.
camps
and
fishing
setting
-mount
the
west
the
in
without ently, however, the fever has particularly
the freeze
lifting
Mary Hollomon, Marion, from Langston College, who
Caldwell Co. at FranklinTexas coast awash.
unveiling details of what will taken a new form, a search 'for markedly.''
speeding, costs of $18.50 paid, fine was acquired by Los Angeles a
Simpson.
The
season's
first
some
takes
hurricane
Gold prospecting
a new kind of richness: a dereplace it.
of $10.00 suspended; State Police, few weeks ago in a trade with
Hopkinsville at Christian Co.
sire for a vacation or hobby planning. Even now, many in did little damage except to the
In other developments:
Crittenden Co. at Warren
Ivie C. Todd, 1105 Mulberry, New Orleans, scored what
Geological
Tides
whipped
excitement, quiries flooding. the
land.
that
is
rewarding
in
by
wind
Central.
-Three corporations which a sense of adventure and fun Survey office come from those
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in
the
for
$10.00
costs
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$18.50;
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roads
and
Virgil
flooded
R. Trout
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ty.
after the freeze began agreed gions of America.
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night.
Thursday
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Ruby
Mills,
fourth
Mayfield,
cold
tornado spawned by the storm
Fulton County at Fulton.
to roll them back, after being
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Mayfield at Sikeston, Mo.
• C • p •
called before representatives of cal Survey, a unit of the Dethe
hall
ran
and
$25.00,
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took
a
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did little
the Cost of Living Council pr.rtment of the Interior, has
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Edith, Fern
Dominate
By United Press,internatl
Dying, growing, and c
to life, the hurricane-s
ariumvirate,arEdith, Fern
Ginger today- dominated
weather map of the Ameni
The hurricane clinging to
Edith, spared
Belize,
largest city of British Hond
from its wrath early t
with a sudden shift to the
and little damage sustain
the low-lying city of 40,
according to Dr. Arnold
deputy director of the Nati
Hurricane Center in Miami.
Fern, now a tropical sto
kicked up flood tides and r
of eight to 10 inches in its d
throes near Corpus
Tex.
Tropical storm Ginger
growing in intensity today
359 miles south of Bermu
Ginger's winds were clock
70 miles an hour and
residents were put on alert.
The hurricane and tropi
storms and still another se
rate weather system in
Tampa Bay area of__Flor
was described as a "fantas
wheels within wheels" wea
system stretching from
West Indies to Central

Seen&Hear
Around
Murray
A hospital publication brings
the point that Massachusetts
the highest daily hospital c
$94.00 a day) in the nation .
Helen and Gary Pugh now live
Jacksonville, Alabama. Ga
opened a Farm Bureau insur
office and Helen runs a bus'
known as Helen Pugh Interio
She
handles
sculptu
decorative accessories, ca
drapes, furniture and does
tenor decorating. With h
ability, we're sure she'll be
success. Also with Gary's
sonality, we know that he'll
well.
They live at 901 Et Mt Av
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265.
We just got a copy of the
Martin
Capital
News
Griggsville, Illinois.
Corby Powers, Governor N
bodyguard says "I find it hard
work 15 hours a day anytime, b
the governor does it all the time
The embalmed body of E
Peron which has been buried in
secret place for 16 years, w
delivered to exiled former '
tator Juan Peron in Madrid la
Friday. Mystery surrounds
situation and everybody
denying they had anything to
with it. Presumably the body
the former First Lady
Argentina was hidden to keep
from becoming a rallying sym
(Continued on Page Eignt
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Kentucky: Severe thu
derstorm watch for northern ti
of West Kentucky until 10 a.
(CDT) otherwise scattere
thunderstorms movin
southeastward over state toda
and ending in the east portio
early tonight.
Generally fair late tonight an
Sunday. Warm today but a littl
cooler tonight and Sunday. Hig
today mainly upper 8. i,ow
tonight mid-50s to low 60s Hig
Sunday upper 7as to lower 80s.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky
extende
The
weather outlook Monday throug
Wednesday:
Fair Monday with widel
scattered afternoon and eveni
thundershowers Tuesday and
Wednesday. Slow warmin
Monday through Wednesday with
highs ranging from the upper 7Ce
to the upper 804 and lows from the
mid 50s to the mid 80e.

